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Abstract 
 
During the last decade peach and nectarine fruit have lost considerable market share, due to 
increased consumer dissatisfaction with quality at retail markets. This is mainly due to harvesting of 
too immature fruit and high ripening heterogeneity. The main problem is that the traditional used 
maturity indexes are not able to objectively detect fruit maturity stage, neither the variability present 
in the field, leading to a difficult post-harvest management of the product and to high fruit losses. 
To assess more precisely the fruit ripening other techniques and devices can be used. Recently, a 
new non-destructive maturity index, based on the vis-NIR technology, the Index of Absorbance 
Difference (IAD), that correlates with fruit degreening and ethylene production, was introduced and 
the IAD was used to study peach and nectarine fruit ripening from the “field to the fork”. In order to 
choose the best techniques to improve the fruit quality a detailed description of the tree structure 
and of the fruit distribution and ripening evolution on the tree was faced. More in details an 
architectural model (PlantToon
®
) was used to design the tree structure and the IAD was used to 
characterize the ripening of each fruit. Their combined use  provided an objective and precise 
evaluation of the fruit ripening  variability, related to different training systems, crop load, fruit 
exposure and internal temperature. Based on simple field assessment of fruit maturity (as IAD) and 
growth, based on the imposed maturity stage at harvest, a model for an early prediction of harvest 
date and yield, was developed and validated. The relationship between the non-destructive maturity 
IAD, and the fruit shelf-life, was also confirmed. Finally the obtained results were validated by 
consumer test: the  fruit sorted in different maturity classes obtained a different consumer 
acceptance.   
In the present study are reported the main results dealing with some of the pre-harvest factors that 
affect fruit ripening. As far as the modelling is concerned, our finding shows that fruit ripening in 
planta followed a linear variety-specific trend that was not affected by fruit density, position within 
the canopy, training system, as well as, growing season. Only the timing, at which the linear phase 
of the fruit degreening starts, appeared influenced by the variation of the canopy microclimatic 
conditions related to the orchard characteristics. The improved knowledge about the ripening 
process and its objective measurement, leaded to an innovative management of peach and nectarine 
fruit, from  “field to market”.  
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1.0 Introduction - A general overview 
 
Recently, the most important peach-producing countries in Europe have lost considerable market 
share (Layne and Bassi, 2008; Iglesias et al., 2005) with per capita consumption remaining the same 
or decreasing, as reported for USA (Anon, 2004) and some European countries (Liverani et al., 
2002, Hilaire and Mathieu, 2004). Between 2000 and 2005, in Italy peach consumption decreased 
17%, as reported by Predieri et al. (2008). A major cause of this phenomenon is identified with the 
“poor match” between fruit quality and consumer’s expectations (Mora et al., 2008). In the case of 
peaches and nectarines, consumers often complain about the lack of flavor and textural 
characteristics associated with maturity (Bruhn et al., 1991; Crisosto et al., 2006). Poor quality of 
the product present in the market is often due to the harvesting of too immature fruit (Bonghi et al., 
1999). Moreover, the increased presence of new licensed varieties which develop full blush color 
and reach relevant size early in the ripening process, create difficulties in deciding the correct time 
of harvesting, as described by Iglesias and Echeverria (2009). Harvesting of  immature fruit does 
not allow the best expression of the potential eating quality, but does ensure an easily handled 
product along the commercial chain (Bonghi et al., 1999; Crisosto et al., 2006). On the other hand, 
fruit that reach physiological maturity on the tree, guarantees consumer acceptance, but it is 
associated with high susceptibility to bruises and rapid deterioration (Infante et al. 2012). The stage 
of maturity at harvest of a stone fruit should ensure the best balance between consumer satisfaction 
and easiness of logistic management, but this compromise is difficult to achieve. 
Only a proper harvest allows the achievement of normal fruit ripening on the tree, the development 
of the typical quality characteristics and an high consumer appreciation (Lavilla et al., 2002; 
Infante, 2012). 
To improve the fruit quality several physiological processes and techniques must be deeply studied 
in order to select the methods and measures to be taken in order to ameliorate it. Some of the main 
aspects related to the fruit quality  can be the following: 
 
1.1 The ripening process 
Stone fruits, as part of the genus Prunus, are fleshy fruits containing a hard pit (endocarp) that 
protects the embryo and a juicy mesocarp, that represents the edible part of the fruit (Brummel et 
al., 2001). Peach (Prunus persica L. Batsch; Rosaceae family) is usually classified as climacteric 
fruit, because of the respiration and ethylene increase  that characterize its ripening process. As 
described by Tonutti et al. (1991), respiration rate is high during stage I of fruit development, when 
the growth is marked because of the high rate of cell division. Respiration decreases through stage 
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II (pit hardening), it rises gradually from the end of stage III, (second exponential growth, due to 
cell enlargement) and reaches the climacteric peak at stage VI. Associated with the respiratory rise, 
even if not always coincident, ethylene production follows a similar trend, due to the activation of 
its biosynthetic way and of an autocatalysis mechanism that involves the key enzymes ACS (1-
aminocyclopropane carboxylate synthase) and ACO (1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate oxidase) 
(Abel and Theologis, 1996; Kondo et al., 2009). The increase of ethylene biosynthesis is associated 
with several events in the fruit development. In fact, dramatic changes in the transcriptional profile 
of genes leads to fruit colour, texture, flavour, and aroma modifications, which all contribute to the 
overall final quality of the fruit (Trainotti et al., 2003, 2006). 
 
1.2 Field factors affecting fruit ripening  
One of the reasons why the state of ripeness of stone fruit at harvest is quite heterogeneous is 
because in the orchard individual fruits have different effective ages (time elapsed from bloom to 
harvest) due to bloom time lasting up to more than two weeks (Infante, 2012). Moreover, the fruit is 
exposed to uneven microclimatic conditions regarding its positioning within the canopy, thus the 
biochemical reactions related to ripening will start at different timing in each fruit (Marini et al., 
1991). Other factors influencing fruit ripening development are punctual variations of light and 
temperature within a peach canopy, which are due to the relative position of each object (leaf, 
branches, fruit, etc.) and  strictly linked with tree density, row orientation, management practices 
(such as thinning, summer/winter pruning, etc.) and with the training system (Sansavini et al., 
2012). In particular, a training system is defined as method of manipulating the tree structure and 
canopy geometry to improve the interception and distribution of light, for the purpose of optimizing 
fruit quality and yield (Caruso et al., 2003). Numerous studies on different tree architectures pointed 
out that fruit position into the canopy represents one of the most critical factors for peach fruit 
quality development and homogeneity of fruit characteristics (Farina et al., 2005; Dani, 2007; Feng-
Li et al., 2008) related to the light availability (Lewallen and Marini, 2003). Peach training systems 
are derived from four basic tree shapes, each of them have given rise to several variant. The open-
vase or open-centre training system (variants “delayed vase”, “vaso californiano”, “vaso italiano”, 
etc.), that have been most common in commercial orchards for more than 150 years (Cole, 1849, 
Sansavini et al., 2000), increases the light available in the inner canopy, giving rise to a gradient of 
quality traits (Caruso et al., 1998). The palmette tree shape, introduced in the ’50 by Baldassari, 
allows good light penetration, due to the narrow canopy (Corelli Grappadelli and Sansavini, 
1989).The central leader (and its variant “fusetto”, “free spindle” and, recently introduced by 
Caruso et al. (1997), “dwarfed fusetto”), that reached the maximum development during the ’80, 
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induces excessive shading in the lower canopy layers and was judged as scarcely suitable to peach 
trees (Loreti et al., 1989; Sansavini and Neri, 2005). The Y-shaped training system (variants “V”, 
“Tatura trellis”, “Y-trellis”, “KAC-V”), of more recent introduction, intercepts twice as much 
radiation as the palmette and the open-centre and maintains these great levels all along the orchard 
life (Chalmers et al., 1978; DeJong et al., 1994; Nuzzo et al., 2000; Caruso et al., 2003). Tree 
training system highly influences the light available for the fruit, also depending on their canopy 
position. Light appears extremely important on fruit ripening processes since it also affects fruit 
ethylene emission which plays a major role in the ripening process of climacteric fruit, such as 
peaches (Génard and Gouble, 2005), and strongly affects softening (Haji et al., 2003; Hiwasa et al., 
2003), color change (Flores et al., 2001), and production of aromas (Rupasinghe et al., 2000; 
Alexander and Grierson, 2002; Flores et al., 2002). In fact, as reported by Marini et al. (1991), the 
biochemical reactions related to ripening develop at different rates in each fruit depending upon the 
different conditions of light and temperature at which fruit are exposed. But in most cases, the 
effects of temperature on fruit development and quality in pre-harvest conditions have not been 
clearly separated from the solar radiation effects, usually associating high fruit temperatures in the 
field with fruit exposure to sunlight (Ferguson et al., 1998). In literature, temperature is described as 
one of the major factors that affect fruit development. Several researches pointed out that it might 
influence fruit growth (Warrington et al., 1999), gas exchanges (Pavel and Dejong, 1993), fruit 
chemical composition (Tomes, 1963; Marsh et al., 1999; Yamada et al., 2004) and especially fruit 
ripening and quality development (Weinberg, 1948; Marsh et al., 1999). Both the described, 
interrelated factors, light and temperature, were related to the training system and the pruning 
practices, but only a few studies trying to separately consider their effects on fruit ripening. 
Coupled with the choice and maintenance of the tree shape with the annual pruning practices, 
correct management of the fruit density is required to get a homogeneous fruit distribution as well 
as to guarantee the final size (Caruso et al., 1998; Farina et al., 2005). Several studies in the past 
evaluated crop load and fruit quality distribution in different training systems (Sansavini et al., 
1985; Corelli Grappadelli and Sansavini, 1989), finding that in tree shapes that allow a uniform 
light distribution, fruit thinning has to be homogeneously performed in every part of the tree, in 
order to obtain uniform fruit at harvest (Costa et al., 2003).  
 
1.3 Harvesting indices 
In order to allow optimal maturity that would result in the best quality traits for consumption, peach 
and nectarines, being climacteric fruit, have to be picked from the tree only when ethylene 
production starts (Ziosi et al., 2008). Harvesting fruit at the optimal maturity stage also allows to 
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better meeting consumer preference reducing dissatisfaction and improving return buying (Iglesias 
and Echeverria, 2009). Even if multiple harvests were usually performed (five to eight) during the 
course of ten to fourteen days to reduce the wide variation of peach and nectarine maturity on the 
tree (Lurie et al., 2013), the traditional methods to determine harvesting times were subjective and 
not standardized. In spite of visible changes traditionally characterize peach and nectarine fruit 
during final development on the tree, such as ground color degreening, blush color increasing and 
achievement of the maximum size (Eccher Zerbini et al., 1994; Lewallen, 2000), the introduction of 
new varieties that early reached an extended, full, red color, increased the difficulties in notice these 
signals (Scorza and Sherman, 1996; Carbò and Iglesias, 2002; Bellini et al., 2004).        
Traditionally, the maturity stage of peach and nectarine fruit in the field is judged on the basis of 
farmer’s experience. In fact, at each harvest, fruit that reach an acceptable yellow background color 
are picked and divided in classes of homogeneous diameter. In addition, flesh firmness (FF) and 
soluble solids content (SSC) might be added as supplementary determinants, but they are only 
measured on detached fruits (Kader, 1999). Another destructive parameter recently introduced is the 
soluble solid content/titratable acidity (SSC/TA ratio), even if the relationship between this 
parameter and consumer acceptance remained unclear (Crisosto and Crisosto., 2005).              
Lately, the interest of researchers for the development of non-destructive techniques to precisely 
measure maturity stage and assess fruit internal quality attributes has increased. Among these new 
non-destructive approaches, visible/near infrared (vis/NIR) spectroscopy seems particularly 
promising since it provides fast and reliable information on internal characteristics of many fruit 
species, including stone fruit (Vanoli and Buccheri, 2012). Based on this technology, the Index of 
Absorbance Difference (IAD) allows a precise measurement of peach and nectarine fruit maturity 
stage non-destructively (Ziosi et al., 2008; Infante, 2012). The IAD is calculated as the difference in 
absorbance between two wavelengths (670nm and 720 nm) near the chlorophyll-α peak. It is strictly 
correlated to the chlorophyll-α content in the fruit flesh and to the time course of ethylene 
production during ripening; both processes being cultivar specific (Ziosi et al., 2008).                 
This new maturity index is measured by a portable, user-friendly device (the DA-Meter), and it can 
be used along the whole productive chain, from fruit still attached to the tree up to the point of sale. 
The usefulness of the IAD to assess peach and nectarine maturity stage has been recently reported in 
literature by several authors (Magnanini et al., 2010; Lléo et al., 2011; Hale et al., 2011; Dagar et 
al., 2012; Herrero-Langreo et al., 2012; Reig et al., 2012, Lurie et al., 2013). The IAD showed a high 
capacity for determining the post-harvest life of peach and nectarine fruit, according to their 
ripeness at harvest (Infante et al., 2012), but not much is known on the actual capacity and 
reliability of the IAD usage as field maturity index. 
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1.4 Modeling fruit quality  
The development of modern agricultural crop models was closely associated with the advent of 
computer programming and faster computers during the last decades of the 20
th
 century that 
facilitated the many calculations needed in complex models (Goldschmidt and Lasko, 2005). 
Annual crops such as sugar beet, potato, corn and cotton were modeled first. Fruit tree models were 
developed only later. 
Goldschmidt and Lasko (2005) defined “model” as an attempt to describe a certain process or 
system through the use of a simplified representation, preferably quantitative mathematical 
expressions, that focuses on relatively few key variables that control the process or system. The 
purpose and orientation of a model may differ according to the researcher’s interest and a variety of 
agricultural problems have been modeled, including water use, predicting phenology, fruit ripening 
and climate effects, evaluating stress responses and/or pest management (Boote, et al., 1996). 
However, the combination of a non-destructive technology for fruit maturity assessment with 
modelling systems is a topic still scarcely developed (Marcelis et al., 1998).                             
Several studies tried to model different horticultural aspects of stone fruit., architectural plant 
models attempts to capture and represent the spatial arrangement of each plant component, leading 
to a reconstruction of real information coming from the field (Prusinkiewicz, 1998). The 3D 
software PlantToon
®
, developed by Magnanini et al. (2010), is based on a descriptive model that 
allows a simple representation of the tree architecture. Smith et al. (1992, 1994) indicated the value 
of reconstruction models in the analysis of spatial distribution of plant organs in the plant canopy. 
The key innovation of these kind of software is that real attributes of every single component of the 
tree (i.e. fruit weight, SSC, FF, etc.), as well as their variation in time could be stored in the 
database and directly linked with their exact position within the reconstructed tree.                       
The virtual peach fruit model developed by Lescourret and Génard (2005), integrated three 
previously developed submodels (carbon, water and sugar sub-models) to simulate the interactions 
between physiological processes and their consequences on quality. This mechanistic (i.e. 
explanatory) process-based model is based on a detailed description of physiological processes, 
becoming very complex and thus, mostly restricted to research and educational applications 
(Génard et al., 2009), to perform theoretical experiments and to help in understanding experimental 
results of complex systems, therefore of relative practical interest (Lescourret and Génard, 2005). 
As suggested by Ahumada and Villalobos (2009) models can be used to plan the production of 
crops, through early prediction of harvest date and yield. Based on the heat unit accumulation 
during the thirty days after full bloom (expressed as Growing Degree Hours – GDH30; Fisher et al., 
1962; Anderson et al., 1986), the UC Davis’s Harvest Prediction Model 
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(http://fruitsandnuts.ucdavis.edu), gives an early prediction of the harvest date of peach and 
nectarine varieties, with an acceptable precision (Mimoun and DeJong, 1999; DeBuse et al, 2010). 
Jimenez and Diaz (2003) developed a model to estimate in a simple, rapid way potential yield for 
peach plots, using parameters that can be easily measured at the beginning of the growing period, 
such as tree size, plantation density and flower bud load after pruning. Only recently, few 
researchers focused on the use of non-destructive technologies to improve the prediction capacity of 
traditional models, but no literature was available on stone fruit. Based on UV–Vis and NIR 
spectroscopy applied on apple, by correlating the fruit chlorophyll content with destructive analysis 
of soluble solids and starch, Bertone et al. (2012) showed a reliable way of predicting the optimum 
harvest date. Model robustness versus the variability related to the growing season and to the 
geographical location still has to be studied for this model. In the current year, Nyasordzy et al. 
(2013) observed that the vis-NIR based, non-destructive maturity index IAD might be used to predict 
the beginning of harvest on apple (cv’s Granny Smith, Pink Lady and Starking),  based on field 
measurements. 
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2.0 Aim of the thesis 
Ripening of stone fruit is a complex syndrome, hard to completely understand and difficult to 
manage, both in pre- and post-harvest conditions. The present thesis focused on some field factors 
affecting ripening process of peach and nectarine fruit. In particular, the influence of different 
training systems (palmette, open-vase, Tatura trellis) and fruit densities, as well as the effect of fruit 
position, solar radiation and internal temperature within the tree canopy was assessed. To achieve 
these goals, innovative devices (DA-meter for ripening assessment, thermistors for measuring fruit 
internal temperature) and software (reconstruction model PlantToon
®
 to create 3D map of fruit 
position into the canopy architecture) were used. Moreover, the development of a specific model for 
harvest date, yield and quality prediction was created to have a tool for fruit traceability and to 
improve pre- and post harvest management with the final goal to reduce fruit heterogeneity in 
planta, in packing house and during storage. Achieve such objective means to fulfill the consumer 
expectations as far as the desired fruit quality is concerned. 
 
2.1 How to read the thesis 
The thesis core is composed by five consecutive chapters (from Chapter 2 to chapter 6), that 
focused on different aspects of peach and nectarine ripening, each one structured as a scientific 
paper, with a proper Title, Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusions, 
Literature Cited, Figures and Tables. Finally, the thesis ends with the General Conclusions, that 
contains knowledge increases resulted from the present work. 
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3.0 Modeling fruit ripening for improving peach homogeneity in planta 
Elisa Bonora
1
, Massimo Noferini
1
, Serena Vidoni
1
, Guglielmo Costa
1 
1
Department of Agricultural Sciences, Alma Mater Studiorum, University of Bologna. 46, Fanin Blvd.  40127, Bologna 
Italy. 
 
3.1 Abstract 
The combined use of a modeling system (PlantToon
®
) and of an innovative vis-NIR device (DA-Meter) was tested in 
peach. The first allows to design the tree structure and the fruit position on the tree while the DA-Meter was used to 
characterize non destructively the fruit ripening in planta. This instrument provides the Index of Absorbance Difference 
(IAD), that expresses the ripening stage reached by the fruit which correlates with chlorophyll content and ethylene 
production to accurately describe the fruit ripening evolution. Combining the PlantToon
®
 software with the DA-Meter 
data allows to virtually design the tree structure, to follow the fruit ripening along the season and also to determine the 
level of fruit heterogeneity in the field. These information can be used not only to establish the best moment to perform 
the harvest but also to tune up the cultural management techniques (e.g. fruit thinning and winter and summer pruning) 
to reduce the outliers fruit and to concentrate ripening to improve harvest and post-harvest management.   
Keywords: Heterogeneity, IAD, quality, Prunus persica, PlantToon
®
 
3.2 Introduction 
Variability in time of fruit to fruit maturity on the tree is greater for stone fruit than for most of the 
other fruit species and strictly related to fruit quality (Marini and Trout, 1984). The heterogeneity of 
fruit maturation and quality is a concern for the whole fruit supply chain, in particular for growers. 
Between fruit variability could make it very difficult to determine the optimal harvesting time 
especially for peach and nectarine growers, since a wide fruit ripening distribution on the tree 
requires multiple picks (Corelli Grappadelli and Coston, 1991). As a consequence, the selection of 
the proper cultural management technique (winter and summer pruning and fruit thinning in 
particular) could help in diminishing fruit maturity variability in order to reduce the number of 
harvests (Costa and Vizzotto, 2000). It could also simplify fruit post-harvest management since 
storing fruit at different maturity levels might create difficulties in defining the best storage 
conditions and fruit marketing strategies (Ziosi et al., 2008).          
It is established that to pick fruit at optimal ripening stage at harvest is essential for fruit quality 
(Infante, 2012; Vanoli and Buccheri, 2012). The ripening stage of peach and nectarine fruit in the 
field is traditionally judged on the basis of farmer’s experience, by monitoring the variation in fruit 
background color and size (Eccher Zerbini et al., 1994; Lewallen, 2000). At each harvest, fruit that 
reach an acceptable yellow background color are picked and divided in classes of homogeneous 
diameter. Nevertheless, in several cases, background color is not a satisfactory index to define the 
fruit ripening, firstly because a wide variability in terms of fruit quality traits (flesh firmness [FF], 
soluble solids content [SSC], titratable acidity [TA]) is observed even on fruit with similar 
background color (Lewallen and Marini, 2003). Several authors confirmed that these traditional 
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quality variables were not as reliable as expected and often they are more related to the 
characteristics of each variety, than to the fruit ripening stage. In order to allow optimal ripening 
which would result in the best quality traits for consumption, peaches and nectarines have to be 
picked from the tree only when ethylene production starts, as for other climacteric fruit (Ziosi et al., 
2008). Harvesting fruit at the optimal maturity stage also allows to better meet consumer preference 
reducing dissatisfaction and improving return buying (Iglesias and Echeverria, 2009).     
The introduction of new varieties characterized by the development of an extended, intense full red 
blush color early in the season, would add to the difficulties in defining the best harvesting time 
since fruit would appear ripen on the base of size and color, however all the physiological changes 
required to complete the maturation process did not occur yet (Carbó and Iglesias, 2002).              
To complete these physiological requirements, the harvesting time must be carefully determined 
and several new techniques were recently adopted to achieve this goal. The development of a series 
of crop models which describe trees in terms of biomass production, yield, number of flower and 
fruit, etc., tried to roughly solve the situation by providing general advices to the orchardists 
(Lescourret and Génard, 2005). Useful indications are also given by architectural plant models that 
attempt to capture spatial arrangement of plant components (Prusinkiewicz, 1998), due to the 
possibility to combine this models with real information coming from the field. The 3D software 
PlantToon
®
 (Magnanini et al., 2010) is based on a descriptive model that allows a simple 
representation of the tree architecture. The key innovation of these kind of software is that real 
attributes of every single components of the tree (i.e. fruit weight, SSC, FF, TA, etc.), as well as 
their variation in time could be stored in the built in database and directly linked with their exact 
position within the reconstructed tree. More recently, the availability of innovative techniques, 
mainly operating on vis-NIR properties, allowing non-destructive monitoring in real-time condition 
of the ripening evolution of the fruit, were introduced. One of these devices, named DA-Meter, 
creates an index called Index of Absorbance Difference (IAD) which correlates with fruit ethylene 
production and chlorophyll content allowing a precise description of the ripening evolution (Ziosi et 
al., 2008). As suggested by Costa et al. (2009), the IAD can be regarded as an “easy to use marker” 
of peach and nectarine fruit ripening, more sensitive and confident than the physic-chemical 
parameters commonly used to describe the maturation process.            
In the present work, the IAD was used to follow fruit ripening evolution on the trees, to assess fruit 
homogeneity in order to choose the optimal harvest time in which fruit samples would have the 
same maturity level. Additional scope was to recreate the tree structure and fruit positioning in the 
canopy by using PlantToon
®
 combined with the IAD to allows a new representation of the last stages 
of fruit ripening (as IAD) and of the fruit quality attributes (SSC, FF, etc.), in order to make practical 
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decision by defining the appropriate harvesting time and reducing fruit ripening heterogeneity in 
planta. 
 
3.3 Materials and Methods                   
Trials were carried out on six-year-old yellow flesh peach [Prunus persica (L.) Batsch] cultivar 
‘Royal Glory’ grafted onto GF677 (P. persica x P. amygdalus). The orchard was located in Ferrara, 
Italy (44° 77’ N, 11°56’ S); trees were trained to a palmette system with planting density of 4.5 x 
3.0 m and East-West oriented. The trees were trained with a main scaffold at 50-60 cm above the 
ground, from which three primary vertical branches developed to a maximum total height of 3.2 m. 
Routine horticultural management of the region was applied throughout the season in terms of 
pruning, irrigation fertilization and pest control. 
To describe the tree architecture and the fruit position on the tree, the PlantToon® software was 
used. PlantToon® is an empirical architectural model based on the virtual reconstruction of the 
three-dimensional (3D) tree structure based directly on the raw data obtained in the orchard. By 
adopting a set of rules and a rewriting mechanism, PlantToon
®
 tried to accurately describe the real 
structure of the tree. PlantToon
®
 was developed from a previous experience on software born for 
editing and navigating plants scanned with a digitizing-arm (Magnanini e al., 1998).  The latest 
version of the software (Magnanini et al., 2010) uses a single canvas for the 3D structure of the 
plant, and a new technique for navigation. A tool palette allows the user to add, delete, move, and 
select objects such as the trunk, primary and secondary branches, shoots and fruit. More objects can 
be added gradually according to a hierarchical organization. The time that user requires to become 
familiar with the environment and learn basic capabilities is reduced to a few days, due to the 
topological structure, together with 3D graphics, that are easy to navigate. 
At the beginning of summer 2010, on a single tree, the spatial position of each fruit as well as the 
entire canopy structure, were identified using a custom-made “woody stick-compass system”. 
Length, direction (°N) and horizontal projection were measured on each segment of the trunk, as 
well as on all branches and limbs, in an upward direction from the ground to the top of the canopy, 
following the insertion sequence and the direction changes of each element, as previously described 
by Sinoquet et al. (1997) and Sinoquet and Rivet (1997). The collected Cartesian coordinates were 
inserted in the PlantToon
®
 database and also the punctual position of each fruit was catalogued. The 
influence of fruit position within the canopy on peach fruit ripening and quality was assessed on 
two additional randomly selected trees in the same orchard. Three parallel areas of equal size were 
identified within the canopies, related to their height from the ground (top [T], middle [M] and 
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bottom [B] canopy layers) as described by He et al., (2008). Ten fruit per each area of each tree on 
both North and South side of the trees were tagged (180 fruit in total) for continuous monitoring. 
To define the fruit ripening stage the DA-Meter (TR Turoni, Forli, Italy) was used. The IAD of a 
fruit is calculated as absorbance difference between 670 and 720 nm wavelengths. The fruit 
ripening evolution occurring during the span of time in which fruit were completing their 
development on the tree was monitored and expressed as IAD (Ziosi et al., 2008). The IAD was 
weekly collected in planta on the tagged fruit from 89 DAFB (begin of stage III, as described by 
Tonutti et al., 1991) until the last pick (120 DAFB) to determine the ripening stage for optimal 
harvesting. To detect the maturity stage at which the ethylene climacteric occurred in cultivar 
‘Royal Glory’, ethylene production was assessed on 5 fruit per IAD class, randomly picked around 
113 DAFB. Ethylene production was measured by placing the whole fruit in a 1 L jar sealed with an 
air-tight lid equipped with a rubber stopper, and left at room temperature for 1 h. A 10 ml gas 
sample was taken and injected into a Dani HT 86.01 (Dani, Milan, Italy) packed-gas chromatograph 
as described previously by Bregoli et al. (2002).  
All fruit under study were picked when they reached the onset of ethylene climacteric (IAD 0.8-1.0) 
according to the ethylene production for cv ‘Royal Glory’ (ethylene production between 0.05-0.08 
nl h-1 g-1 FW, Figure 3). Four picks were performed at 107, 109, 113, and 120 DAFB. The data 
obtained non-destructively were compared with the standard quality traits measurements (FF, SSC, 
TA) determined on a fruit sample of 10 fruit collected at 113 DAFB, with traditional destructive 
devices (penetrometer, refractometer, titrator). FF was measured on the two opposite sides of each 
fruit, after eliminating a thin layer of the epicarp, using an automatic pressure tester (FTA-GUSS, 
South Africa) fitted with an 8 mm plunger. Part of the mesocarp was squeezed and SSC was 
determined with an Atago digital refractometer (Optolab, Modena, Italy). TA was determined on 20 
mL of flesh juice (titration with 0.25N NaOH) using a semiautomatic instrument (Compact-S 
Titrator, Crison, Modena, Italy). 
All the collected measures of tree architecture, IAD and fruit quality traits were inputted in the 3D 
modeling software PlantToon
®
. The tree architecture was recreated and modeled in order to 
correlate the relative position of each fruit on the tree to its maturity stage and quality attributes. 
Fruit distribution between IAD classes was described by using a wide range of color intensities in the 
grayscale: the lighter is the color the riper is the fruit (a full black circle corresponds to a completely 
unripe fruit, with an IAD value between 1.8 and 2.0; a full white to a completely ripe one, with an 
IAD below 0.4). 
Data collected were statistically evaluated using the software STATISTICA 7 (StatSoft. Inc., Tulsa, 
USA) and the Duncan’s multiple range t-test at p < 0.05.  
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3.4 Results 
Figures 1 (a, b and c) shows the PlantToon
®
 three-dimensional reconstruction of a whole peach 
canopy, based on a dataset previously created. The structure of the tree, the fruiting limbs and the 
total number of fruit (shown as circles) are drawn identifying in which part of the tree they are 
mainly located. From the figures it is possible to see how the fruit ripening evolution does occur at 
every single position within the canopy, highlighting the differences existing between the three 
main canopy layers (B, M, and T). The ripening stage of each fruit, expressed as IAD value, allows 
grouping fruit into IAD classes according to the statistical differences observed in ethylene 
production.  
The overall fruit color change from darker (unripe) to lighter (riper), visible by comparing the 
Figure 1 a, b and c, indicates that fruit ripening was progressing and that the IAD accurately 
describes the fruit maturity over time. From the figure is also possible to notice that at 99, 102 and 
106 DAFB the fruit positioned in the highest parts of the tree were characterized by a more 
advanced ripening stage than those situated in the lowest canopy layers. 
The differences in the fruit ripening stages are also showed in Figure 2 in which the fruit 
distribution between IAD classes at 99, 102 and 106 DAFB is expressed as a Gaussian curve. The 
graph shows that the three curves presented the same shape and amplitude only shifting toward 
more mature fruit in time. This trend was as also shown by the statistically different IAD values 
measured at each date (Table 1).  
In Table 1 the averages of fruit IAD at each sampling date are summarized and the IAD follows the 
peach ripening evolution. In fact, the IAD value reached by the fruit at 89 DAFB is higher than the 
IAD values obtained thereafter, when the number of DAFB increased. Only between 110 and 114 
DAFB, at which the main picks were performed, fruit maturity on the tree did not vary. Instead, at 
the last pick (120 DAFB) the IAD reached the lowest value that corresponds to the fruit highest 
ripening levels.  
As shown in Figure 3, peach fruit characterized by an IAD value between 0.6 and 1.0, less ripe, did 
show a very small ethylene production, around 0.5 nl l
-1
h
-1
 gFW
-1
. Following peach fruit 
maturation, the IAD decreased while the hormone emission increased, up to 8.0 nl l
-1
h
-1
 gFW
-1 
at 
which fruit reached the ripest stage (IAD <0.4). 
In Table 2 are reported the traditional fruit quality trait values (SSC, FF and TA) of fruit north- and 
south-oriented from the three different canopy layers (B, M, T). Fruit at the same maturity stage 
showed higher SSC values in the highest part of the tree (T), than those positioned in M and B 
canopy layers. This result was confirmed with PlantToon
®
 in Figure 4, that shows that the darker 
fruit (as indication of low SSC value) are positioned in the lower and inner canopy layer, whereas 
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the higher the fruit position in the tree, the lighter is the fruit color up to fruit of a white color, with 
an SSC value around 12-14 °Brix. Vice versa the TA tended to be lower in the fruit present in the M 
part of the tree (Table 2). Fruit north-oriented have the highest TA values in B and T canopy layers, 
while fruit south-oriented have the highest TA values in the B canopy layer of the tree. No 
statistical significant differences were observed in the FF of fruit from the three canopy layers of the 
tree. 
 
3.5 Discussion 
As several authors suggested (Carbó and Iglesias, 2002 ; Lewallen and Marini, 2003) the traditional 
quality parameters frequently used (FF , ground color, SSC and TA) do not provide an acceptable 
description of the fruit maturity stage. Considering for example, flesh stony hard peaches or early 
full blush-colored fruit, these traditional parameters do not vary and consequently are not helpful in 
characterizing the optimal harvest time nor in defining peach fruit ripening homogeneity. 
Our data showed that fruit at the same ripening stage (IAD range between 0.8 and 1.0) from the tree 
top had higher SSC (Table 2 and Figure 4) than fruit in the underlying canopy layers, while FF did 
not change (Table 2). As suggested by Wei et al. (2004) and Basile et al. (2007), the lower SSC 
observed in the B layer of the canopy could be due to a light penetration gradient and consequent 
different hormonal activity associated with fruit position, which affects quality factors. Dann and 
Jerie (1988) and Génard and Bruchou (1992) have shown that well exposed fruit, as well as fruit 
that develops farther from the roots, had the greatest amount of SSC. Farina et al. (2003) stated that 
the SSC value decreased from the top and outer canopy to the inner bottom following an 
exponential model. 
While several authors found similar results concerning fruit SSC distribution in planta, different 
observation were done about FF on several varieties and training systems. Dann and Jerie (1988) 
found that fruit from the tree top were softer than those from the base; afterwards Caruso et al. 
(1998) found that FF did not decrease towards the tree base in both Y shaped and Central leader 
training systems. Our results did not identify any difference in the FF distribution (Table 2) 
probably because FF is ethylene dependent, so fruit harvested with similar ethylene production 
would show the same FF value (Ziosi et al., 2008). Light intensity seems not to be responsible of FF 
changes in different canopy positions (He et al., 2008). The same authors observed that TA tended 
to be higher in top and bottom outer fruit, than in the middle inner ones, due to the greater light 
intensities that more external fruit would receives. Our experiment showed different results with the 
highest TA values being observed in fruit from the tree bottom (Table 2), with a different behavior 
between the North and South side. A possible explanation could be that fruit in the tree top did not 
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reach the highest TA values due to the high vegetative growth that the tree showed in the last weeks 
before harvest. This factor in combination with the unusual orientation of the tree could have 
influenced the normal fruit characteristics development. Moreover, as reported by Moing et al. 
(1998), organic acid accumulation during fruit development is strongly cultivar dependent.  
In our trial fruit from the tree T canopy layer were heavier than fruit from the M and B canopy  
layers (data not shown). Farina et al. (2005) found similar results on harvested fruit of the cultivar 
‘Elegant Lady’ trained to delayed vase and perpendicular Y. The presence of smaller fruit in the 
lower canopy could be due to lower light exposure that would affect carbohydrate supply and fruit 
growth (Dani M., 2007; Dann and Jerie in 1988 and Marini et al., 1991). 
Our results showed that SSC and TA values are depending upon the fruit gradient from the top to 
the bottom of the tree as well as the row orientation (Table 2 and Figure 4). An accurate 
determination of these quality variables could be important since, although extremely variable, they 
are very important in defining the palatability of peach fruit from a consumer stand point of view, as 
reported by Crisosto et al., (2003). 
The availability of non destructive methods that allow monitoring of the evolution of the fruit 
ripening on the tree, could offer a more rapid and precise method of evaluation of fruit quality 
attributes. In fact, the combination of the PlantToon
®
 modeling system with the IAD might play a 
synergistic effect which could be used as a decision support system, or reducing fruit ripening 
heterogeneity and improve post-harvest management. The PlantToon
®
 software, although offering 
real representation of the tree, might require some improvements. In fact, Prusinkiewicz (1998) 
identified some drawbacks in using reconstruction models. They usually need large dataset, they 
stand for single plant specimen only and they do not have predictive power. However, these limits 
cannot exclude the usefulness of reconstruction models. The specific data collection technique 
adopted in our experiment, greatly reduced the dataset dimension maintaining a high level of detail. 
Other authors developed interactive-image based modeling, that allows the tree reconstruction from 
photographs, but they had difficulties in defining details of vigorous trees, like forestry species (Rui 
et al., 2006). Instead, fruit tree species have simple shapes that are easily and quickly reconstructed 
with the PlantToon
®
 software.  
The DA-Meter coupled with the PlantToon
®
, allows describing and monitoring the fruit ripening 
distribution according to the fruit position on the tree (Figure 1 a, b and c). These data are more 
obvious and realistic as compared to a traditional Gaussian curve graph. PlantToon
® 
images coupled 
with DA-Meter values add visibility to the data, facilitating the understanding of experimental data 
and making their comparison with real situations easier. Although the PlantToon
®
 is not a 
predicting software such as QualiTree described by Lescourret et al. (2011), when coupled with the 
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DA-Meter allows to describe the tree architecture, fruit position as well as fruit ripening or quality 
attributes and their development over time (Table 1, Figure 2). The obtained results, as IAD values, 
have shown that fruit form the tree top are riper than fruit in the lower canopy  layers and that the 
tree kept these gradients until harvest (Figure 1 a, b and c). Other authors found that fruit present in 
the lower part of the canopy were delayed in reaching physiological maturity compared to upper 
fruit starting at the beginning of cell enlargement stage (SIII) (Dann and Jerie, 1988). This behavior 
can be easily explained, because fruit from the outer top of the tree, usually receive more solar 
radiation than those at the bottom and in the inner part of the canopy, and also they are affected by 
different light quality intensity. The different light conditions may contribute to a variation in fruit 
development and progression of the metabolic processes associated with fruit ripening, reducing 
ripening rates of the fruit that receive lower amount of light, which are usually located in the canopy 
base and near the trunk (Chalmers, 1986; Mc Glasson, 1978). In fact, under real conditions, peach 
and nectarine fruit for the fresh market are generally harvested in several pickings (Crisosto and 
Valero, 2008), starting from the tree top of the trees. Fruit in the lower canopy layers are generally 
harvested few days later. In fact it has been reported that canopy position could be responsible for 
the changes in fruit quality attributes (Lewallen and Marini, 2003). 
The use of IAD on peach fruit still on the trees might represent a guide for the orchardist. In fact, it 
may provide early information about fruit heterogeneity distribution in planta, as well as regarding 
the ripening status (Figure 2). As described by Reig et al. (2012), farmer can no longer count only 
on their own experience, especially with new varieties characterized by a high size and an almost 
completely red blush color reached early in the season. Therefore, the use of IAD for an early and 
objective assessment of fruit ripening heterogeneity in planta (Figure 2) Regardless of any change 
in peach and nectarine blush color, which already in the ‘50 was tagged as not a reliable maturity 
index (Haller, 1952), the accuracy which characterizes the IAD in defining peach ripening is 
dependent upon the fact that the Index strongly correlates with fruit ethylene production (Figure 3), 
which is specific to the variety and that remain unmodified in subsequent years, as well as upon the 
fruit color change from green to yellow, due to the reduction in the chlorophyll content (Ziosi et al. 
2008). As known, ethylene is responsible for activation and regulation of the maturity process in 
peach and it also affects the main quality characteristics, such as flesh firmness, flesh chlorophyll 
changes, soluble solid and acid content (Alba et al., 2005; Giovannoni, 2004).  
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3.6 Conclusions 
Both the PlantToon
®
 3D reconstruction model and the DA-Meter represent valuable tools to 
improve fruit ripening homogeneity. Coupling the PlantToon
® 
method with the IAD would allows 
for collecting of data for the model database creation, that could be used to represent the fruit 
ripening distribution and quality attributes variability within different tree architectures, and would 
provide an objective evaluation of peach fruit ripening. The concurrent use of PlanToon
®
 and IAD 
can guide the adjustment of the main cultural management techniques (thinning, summer and winter 
pruning, defoliation, etc.) toward the creation of best management practices protocols as well as to 
eliminate the outliers fruit and to concentrate ripening to improve the post-harvest management.  
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3.8 Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 a, b and c: PlantToon
®
 images of the fruit maturity distribution (IAD) within the 
canopy of a ‘Royal Glory’ tree at 99 DAFB (05/07/10 –a), 102 DAFB (08/07/10 –b) and 106 
DAFB (12/07/10 –c). The white and light grey circles represent riper fruits. The more the 
color is darker, the more fruits are unripe and  
 
 
Figure 2: Fruit distribution between maturity classes (IAD) at 99, 102 and 106 DAFB. 
 
a b c 
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Figure 3: Fruit ethylene production at different maturity classes (IAD). Bars represent the 
standard errors. Lower case letters represent the significant differences (p<0.05).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Fruit soluble solid content (SSC) distribution within the canopy at harvest. White 
circles correspond to the highest SSC content, while the more darker is the color, the less is 
the soluble solid content. 
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3.9 Tables 
 
Table 1: Average of the  fruit ripening  stage (IAD) on the tree from 89 to 120 DAFB. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
z
Lower case letters represent the significant differences (p<0.05). 
 
 
 
Table 2: Average of flesh firmness (FF), soluble solid content (SSC) and titratable acidity 
(TA) on fruits from different canopy layers, both North and South oriented. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
z
= Canopy layers: bottom (B), middle (M) and top (T). 
y
=Lower case letters represent the significant differences (p<0.05).  
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4.1 Abstarct 
The ripeness at harvest of stone fruit should ensure the best balance between consumer satisfaction and ease logistic 
management, even if this compromise is not easy to achieve. In fact, as consequence of too early harvesting, increased 
consumer dissatisfaction with peach and nectarine fruit is frequently observed. The use of the new non-destructive 
vis/NIR based, ripening Index of Absorbance Difference (IAD) in planta, may help to overcome this problem. In our 
experiments, the IAD, gave an objective measure of the nectarine ripening stage and showed a linear trend during Stage 
III of fruit development, that did not appear affected nor by the climatic conditions of different years, neither by the 
training systems. The combined field monitoring of fruit ripening (IAD) and growth (mm) during Stage III of nectarine 
development allowed two-three weeks advance predictions for harvest date and yield with low errors. It also appeared a 
more reliable method in predicting harvest date than the till now used growing degree heat unit accumulation at 30 days 
after fool bloom (Growing Degree Days [GDD30]). The model developed in the present work offers promises for future 
real applications under field conditions, to obtain early objective and precise predictions for harvest date and yield. 
Moreover, taking into account fruit ripening stage at harvest, would allow an increase in fruit quality and improve fruit 
management during post-harvest. 
 
Key words: Index of Absorbance Difference IAD, Prunus persica, growth, GDD, modelling 
 
4.2 Introduction 
Recently, the most important peach-producing countries in Europe have lost considerable market 
share mainly because of excessive harvesting of immature fruit (Layne and Bassi, 2008; Iglesias et 
al., 2005). Some of the more frequent consumer complaints about peach and nectarine cultivars are 
about hard fruit at consumption and a lack of flavour, and both of these problems are caused by 
harvesting fruit at immature stages (Della Cara, 2005). The stage of ripeness at harvest of a stone 
fruit should ensure the best balance between consumer satisfaction and easiness of logistic 
management, but this compromise is not easy to achieve. In fact, harvesting immature fruit does not 
allow the best expression of the potential eating quality, but does ensure an easily handled product 
along the commercial chain (Bonghi et al., 1999; Crisosto et al., 2006). On the other hand, fruit that 
reach physiological ripeness on the tree, guarantees consumer acceptance, but it is associated with 
high susceptibility to bruises and rapid deterioration (Infante et al. 2012). In peach, where harvest is 
usually performed on the basis of fruit skin colour and size (Eccher Zerbini et al., 1994) the 
introduction of new varieties that develop full, intense red colour at an early stage of maturity, made 
harvesting even more difficult (Scorza and Sherman, 1996; Carbò and Iglesias, 2002; Bellini et al., 
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2004). Therefore, other physic-chemical and physiological parameters, usually measured with 
traditional and destructive tools, should be considered to determine the optimal harvest time, such 
as flesh firmness (FF), soluble solid content (SSC), titratable acidity (TA), SSC/TA ratio, ethylene 
production, etc. (Bassi and Layne, 2008). 
In recent years, the interest of researchers for the development of non-destructive techniques to 
precisely evaluate ripening stage and assess fruit internal quality attributes has increased.  Non-
destructive methods showed several advantages, such as the possibility to test high number of fruit, 
to repeat the analyses on the same sample, to monitor physiological changes, to monitor on-tree 
ripening in order to establish the optimum harvest date and to increase fruit batches homogeneity at 
the packinghouse with  on-line measurements (Nicolai et al., 2007; Vanoli and Buccheri, 2012). 
Among these new non-destructive approaches, visible/near infrared (vis/NIR) spectroscopy seems 
particularly promising since it provides fast and reliable information on internal characteristics of 
many fruit species (Vanoli and Buccheri, 2012). In particular, the Index of Absorbance Difference 
(IAD) allows defining precisely peach and nectarine fruit ripening stage in a non-destructive way 
(Infante, 2012). The IAD is calculated as the difference in absorbance between two wavelengths near 
the chlorophyll-α peak, so it is strictly correlated to the actual chlorophyll-α content in peach fruit 
flesh and to the time course of ethylene production during fruit ripening (Ziosi et al., 2008). 
Therefore, considering that genus Prunus is a climacteric fruit whose chlorophyll content decreases 
during ripening, the IAD can be considered a reliable tool to assess peach fruit ripening stage. This 
new maturity index is measured by a portable, user-friendly vis/NIR device (the DA-Meter), and it 
can be used along the whole productive chain, from fruit still attached to the tree up to the point of 
sale. The usefulness of the IAD to assess peach and nectarine ripening stage in the field and the post-
harvest, has been recently reported in literature (Magnanini et al., 2010; Lléo et al., 2011; Hale et 
al., 2011; Dagar et al., 2012; Herrero-Langreo et al., 2012; Reig et al., 2012). The IAD showed an 
high capacity for determining the harvest date and sorting stone fruit according to their ripeness, 
(Infante et al., 2012), but only few results were available on use of the IAD as field ripening 
predictor index (Reig et al., 2012). Studying on tree ripening of plums, Infante et al. (2011) found a 
linear trend, below IAD 1.5, up to harvest. Preliminary results showed similar behaviour in peach 
fruit (Bonora et al., 2013b) during stage III (SIII) of development leading to hypothesise that 
monitoring peach and nectarine fruit ripening on the tree, could be easily modelled. The 
combination of a non-destructive technology for fruit ripening assessment with modelling systems 
is a topic still scarcely developed, in particular when fruit quality is considered (Marcelis et al., 
1998). Goldschmidt and Lasko (2005) defined “model” as an attempt to describe a certain process 
or system through the use of a simplified representation, preferably a quantitative mathematical 
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expression, that focuses on a relatively few key variables that control the process or system. Several 
studied tried to model different horticultural aspects of stone fruit. The virtual peach fruit model 
developed by Lescourret and Génard (2005), for example, integrated three previously developed 
submodels (carbon, water and sugar sub-models) to simulate the interactions between processes and 
their consequences on quality. This mechanistic (i.e. explanatory) process-based model, based on a 
detailed description of physiological processes, is complex and mostly restricted to research and 
educational applications (Génard et al., 2009), to perform theoretical experiments and to help in 
understanding experimental results of complex systems, therefore of relative practical interest 
(Lescourret and Génard, 2005). Several statistical models for management applications were also 
developed during last decade. As suggested by Ahumada and Villalobos (2009) models can be used 
to plan the production of crops, through early prediction of harvest date and yield. Based on the heat 
unit accumulation during the thirty days after full bloom (expressed as Growing Degree Hours 
[GDH30]; Fisher et al., 1962; Anderson et al., 1986), the UC Davis’s Harvest Prediction Model 
(http://fruitsandnuts.ucdavis.edu), gives an early prediction of the harvest date of peach and 
nectarine varieties, with an acceptable precision (Mimoun and DeJong, 1999; DeBuse et al, 2010). 
Jimenez and Diaz (2003) developed a model to estimate in a simple, rapid way potential yield for 
peach plots, using parameters that can be easily measured at the beginning of the growing period, 
such as tree size, plantation density and flower bud load after pruning. Only recently, a few 
researchers focused on the use of non-destructive technologies to improve the prediction capacity of 
traditional models, but no literature was available on stone fruit. Based on UV–Vis and NIR 
spectroscopy applied on apple, by correlating the fruit chlorophyll content with destructive analysis 
of soluble solids and starch, Bertone et al. (2012) showed a reliable way of predicting the optimum 
harvest date. Model robustness versus the variability related to the growing season and to the 
geographical location still has to be studied for this model. Nyasordzy et al. (2013) observed that 
the vis-NIR based IAD might be used to predict the beginning of harvest on apple (cv’s Granny 
Smith, Pink Lady and Starking) once the average value falls below a certain value.  
Considering the demonstrated reliability of the cultivar-specific non-destructive, vis-NIR based IAD, 
in the assessment of peach and nectarine ripening stage (Ziosi et al., 2008), as well as its high 
correlation with consumer preference (Gottardi et al., 2009) and its consistency over growing 
seasons (Bonora et al., 2013, b data under publishing), it was decided to test the IAD on three 
varieties of nectarines. In particular, three aims were pursued: a) to confirm the cultivar-specificity 
and its consistency over growing seasons of the relationships between IAD and the changes in fruit 
ethylene production; b) to assess the usefulness of the IAD as field ripening Index for stone fruit on 
different nectarine varieties and training systems in different growing seasons; c) to use the above 
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mentioned information to develop and validate a new, simple, grower usable model predicting 
harvest date and yield on nectarine.  
 
4.3 Materials and Methods  
Trials were carried out in 2011 and 2012 on three yellow flesh nectarine (Prunus persica [L.] 
Batsch) cultivars ‘Gartairo®’ (early season), ‘Sweet Red’ (mid-season) and ‘California’ (late 
season) grafted onto GF677 (P. persica x P. amygdalus). The seven-years old orchards were East-
West oriented. The trees of the early season cultivar ‘Gartairo®’ were trained to a palmette system 
with planting density of 4.0 x 2.0 m; the trees of the mid-season cultivar ‘Sweet Red’ were trained 
both to a palmette and open-vase systems with planting density of 4.0 x 1.4 m and 5.5 x 3.5 m, 
respectively; the trees of the late season cultivar ‘California’ were trained to a palmette system with 
planting density of 4.0 x 1.3 m. The varieties trained to palmette were located in S.Biagio, Faenza, 
Italy (44° 23’ N, 11° 93’ S), while only cultivar ‘Sweet Red’ trained to open-vase was located in 
Prada, Faenza, Italy (44° 34’ N, 12° 01’ S). Routine horticultural management of the region was 
applied throughout the season in terms of pruning, irrigation fertilization and pest control. 
 
4.3.1 Ethylene emission assessment 
To establish the correlation between ethylene emission and fruit ripening stage (IAD), every year, 
seven days before commercial harvest, a sample of one hundred fruit representative of the orchard 
spatial variability was collected (Costa et al., personal communication) and the fruit samples from 
each of the three cultivars (‘Gartairo®’, ‘Sweet Red’ and ‘California’), were grouped according to 
their IAD values. As described by Ziosi et al. (2008), ethylene emission of five to ten fruit per IAD 
unit was assessed. Ethylene emission was measured by placing the whole fruit in a 1 L jar sealed 
with an air-tight lid equipped with a rubber stopper, and left at room temperature for 1 h. A 10 mL 
gas sample was taken and injected into a Dani HT 86.01 (Dani, Milan, Italy) packed-gas 
chromatograph as described previously by Bregoli et al. (2002). 
 
4.3.2 Phenological and climatic parameters 
Full bloom date, corresponding to the 50% of open flowers (Baggiolini, 1980; Mounzer et al., 
2008), was registered for years 2011 and 2012 at the starting of the season for each cultivar trained 
to palmette. Minimum and maximum temperature data were automatically recorded every day, from 
full bloom to harvest, by using temperature USB data logger (Lascar Electronics Ltd.-Salisbury, 
United Kingdom), placed into the field. Temperature records, expressed as Growing Degree Days 
(GDD), were calculated using maximum and minimum temperature data based on the equation 
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suggested by Grossman and De Jong (1994). The base critical temperature of 7°C was chosen as 
temperature at which bloom starts (Zalom et al., 1983; DeJong and Goudriaan, 1989a; Marra et al., 
2002; Day et al., 2008). 
                             (1) 
where: 
∑ = sum from day 1 to n 
tmax = maximum daily temperature 
tmin = minimum daily temperature 
b = base temperature (7°C) 
 
To test the correlation between the GDD accumulation during the 30 DAFB (GDD30) and harvest 
(Grossman and De Jong, 1994), dates of full bloom and harvest were collected from growers for 
years 2008, 2009 and 2010. Minimum and maximum daily temperature data of the 30 DAFB for 
years 2008, 2009 and 2010 were obtained from the Regional ARPA Wheatear Station Net 
(http://www.arpa.emr.it/). For each cultivar, all relative data was used together to find the 
relationships between the sum of GDD30 and the number of days between the full bloom and the 
harvest date. For each cultivar (‘Gartairo®’, ‘Sweet Red’ trained to palmette and ‘California’), the 
established correlation between GDH30 and harvest date was used for an early prediction of the 
harvest date during years 2011 and 2012. 
 
4.3.3 Fruit ripening and growth assessments 
The fruit ripening progression occurring during fruit development on the tree was monitored with 
the DA-meter (TR Turoni, Forli, Italy) and expressed as IAD calculated as absorbance difference 
between 670 and 720 nm wavelengths (Ziosi et al., 2008). Fruit growth into the field was assessed 
with a digital caliper (Sylvac-Crissier, Switzerland) and expressed as diameter (mm). For every 
cultivar/training system combinations, ripening and diameter measurements were performed on a 
sample of, respectively, one hundred and fifty homogeneous fruit still attached on the tree. Fruit 
were randomly selected in the middle-outer canopy positions (as suggested by Bonora, personal 
communication) and data collections were performed every three-four days over the period of time 
described in Table 1. 
 
4.3.4 Model input and structure 
Inputs for the model were (per each cultivar): 
- a minimum of three data points of fruit ripening (IAD) and growth (mm); 
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- the IAD value at commercial maturity (CM), based on the cultivar-specific relationship between 
ripening and ethylene production; 
- the number of trees per hectare, obtained from the planting density and orchard surface; 
- the crop load, obtained counting the fruit number of three to five trees per orchard, immediately 
after thinning was performed. 
From the moment when both fruit ripening and growth became linear, the best regression lines 
fitting the first three IAD and diameter data collected were found. The extension of the ripening 
regression line until the IAD reached the correct value to perform commercial harvest (CM), makes 
possible the harvest date prediction. Therefore the vertical line passing through the IAD CM value, 
intercepts the fruit growth prolonged regression line, highlighting the diameter that fruit will reach 
at the predicted harvest date (fruit diameter prediction). Based on the assumption that peach fruit 
volume can be calculated as the volume of a sphere: 
  
 
 
          (2) 
where: 
V = volume of the sphere/fruit 
Π = 3.14 
r = radius (diameter/2) 
 
and that it can be considered totally composed of water (with density of 1 kg/dm
3
), calculating fruit 
weight and knowing the number of fruit per tree as well as the number of trees per hectare, it was 
possible to estimate yield per hectare (Jimenez and Diaz, 2003). The yield prediction error was 
calculated as follow:  
          
                          
          
   (3) 
 
The real date of harvest, yield and fruit final diameter to validate the model were obtained from the 
grower at the end of each season. 
The model was applied to cultivar ‘Gartairo®’, ‘Sweet Red’ trained to palmette and ‘California’, 
both in year 2011 and 2012. 
 
4.3.5 Statistical analysis 
All the collected data were statistically evaluated using the Duncan’s multiple range t-test at p < 
0.05. The interactions between factors were assessed with a multiple factor ANOVA test. The 
correlation between variables was described using a Multiple Regression test (p < 0.05). All these 
statistical evaluations were performed with the software STATISTICA 7 (StatSoft. Inc., Tulsa, OK, 
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USA). The Comparison of Regression Lines was performed with Statgraphics Plus (Statpoint 
Technologies, Inc., Warrenton, VA), considering a p value< 0.05.  
 
4.4 Results 
Fruit of the three nectarine varieties were grouped in physiological maturity (PM), commercial 
maturity (CM) and immature (I) classes on the basis of the relationship between maturity stage (IAD 
value range) and ethylene emission, as showed in Table 2. Significant differences in ethylene 
production were observed between PM, CM and I maturity stages in each cultivar. In particular, per 
each variety, fruit of the PM class produced the higher ethylene amount, if compared with the other 
classes. Immature fruit always produced the lower gas quantity (Table 2). Comparing ethylene 
emission of the riper maturity stage PM of the three cultivars, the lowest ethylene amount was 
produced by fruit of the late variety (‘California’), while fruit of the mid-season (‘Sweet Red’) and 
early (‘Gartairo®’) varieties produced six times more gas (Table 2). Fruit of both the CM and I 
classes of cv ‘Sweet Red’ produced more ethylene than ‘California’ and ‘Gartairo®’. The ethylene 
emission of the early variety was the lowest when fruit reached the CM and I maturity stages (Table 
2). 
Figure 1 shows that when considering each maturity stage (PM, CM and I) of the cv ‘Sweet Red’ 
separately, no differences were found between fruit ethylene emission in the two growing seasons 
2011 and 2012. Comparing the two seasons, it also emerged that differences between maturity 
stages were maintained. For cultivar ‘Sweet Red’, it was observed that the PM class can also be 
extended to the ripest fruit  (IAD < 0.2), because no differences in the ethylene emission were 
highlighted. 
From Figure 2 it is possible to observe that fruit ripening of the three cultivars over the seasons 
2011 and 2012, expressed as IAD, showed a similar trend. During the first part of the ripening curve, 
a minimal IAD variation over time was observed till an IAD value of 1.9 (plateau part of the curve). 
When IAD reached 1.9, the curve slope became linear and fruit ripened faster. Fruit of the early 
cultivar ‘Gartairo®’ (Figure 2A), reached IAD 1.9 around 75 DAFB in 2011 and 85 DAFB in 2012. 
The mid-season cv ‘Sweet Red’ (Figure 2B) reached IAD 1.9 around 115 DAFB in 2011 and 128 
DAFB in 2012, while the late cv ‘California’ (Figure 2C) reached the same ripening stage at 140 
DAFB both in 2011 and 2012. For each cultivar, in both seasons, the fruit linear ripening phase, 
ranging from the curve slope (IAD roughly between 1.8 and 1.9) and harvest, was described by a 
regression line. For cv ‘Gartairo®’ (Figure 2A), comparing ripening data collected during the linear 
phase in year 2011 and 2012, it was observed that during the year 2011, fruit maintained higher IAD 
values (of around 0.2) until harvest. An opposite trend was observed on fruit of the cultivar ‘Sweet 
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Red’ (Figure 2B), were fruit of the year 2011 maintained constantly lower values (of around 0.2). 
The late variety ‘California’ did not show any difference (Figure 2C). 
As showed in Figure 2, in both seasons 2011 and 2012, fruit growth followed a linear trend from 
fruit diameter around 35 mm  for cv ‘Gartairo®’ (Figure 2A), 45 mm for cv ‘Sweet Red’ (Figure 2 
B) and 55 mm  for cv ‘California’ (Figure 2C), until harvest. These linear trends were also 
described as regression lines. Only for cv ‘Sweet Red’ trained to palmette, comparing growing data 
collected during the linear phase in seasons 2011 and 2012 (Figure 2B), it emerged that fruit grown 
during the season 2011 were constantly bigger than fruit grown the next year (of around 5 mm). 
Table 3 reported the equation parameters, coefficient of determination and p-values of the 
regression lines that described the first three points of the ripening linear phase of each cultivar and 
for both seasons 2011 and 2012. As reported, the coefficient of determination were all above 0.90, 
even if the early cultivar ‘Gartairo®’ showed the highest values in both seasons, with an high 
significance (p-value<0.01). Moreover, per each cultivar, the comparison between the ripening 
regression lines of the two years showed p-values > 0.05 (with coefficients of determination greater 
than 0.90). 
Table 4 reported the equation parameters, coefficient of determination and p-values of the 
regression lines that described the first three points of the growth linear phase (of each cultivar and 
for both years 2011 and 2012). As showed, the coefficient of determination were above 0.95 for the 
early and mid-season varieties, while the R
2
 of the late cultivar ‘California’ was 0.99 in 2011 and 
0.80 in 2012. Both in year 2011 and 2012, the growth regression lines of the early, mid-season and 
late variety were significantly different (data not shown). Per each cultivar, the comparison between 
the ripening regression lines of the two years showed p-values greater than 0.05. For the cultivar 
‘Sweet Red’ trained to palmette was observed the highest coefficient of determination (R2 0.99), 
while the other varieties showed slightly lower values. 
Figure 3 shows that the linear phase of fruit ripening of the cultivar ‘Sweet Red’ trained to open-
vase started to ripen earlier (105 DAFB) when compared with fruit on a palmette training system 
(128 DAFB) in year 2012. Fruit growth linear phase was already started at 92 DAFB on the open-
vase shaped trees, while it began around 118 DAFB for fruit on the palmette shaped tree. During 
the linear phase, fruit of the open-vase training system were constantly riper (of roughly 0.4 IAD) 
and bigger (of around 8 to 10 mm) than fruit on the palmette. For cultivar ‘Sweet Red’ trained to 
open-vase, no differences were observed comparing the regression line (fruit ripening or growth) 
fitting all the points collected during the linear phase, with the regression line that fitted the first 
three points collected (data not showed). 
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The regression lines of the first three points collected during the linear phase (Table 3 and Table 4), 
showed a high coefficient of correlation, both for diameter (R
2
 0.89) and ripening (R
2
 0.91). No 
differences were observed (Table 3) comparing the ripening regression lines of fruit from the 
palmette and open-vase training systems of the cv ‘Sweet Red’ (p-value greater than 0.05). The 
same result was found comparing the growing regression lines (Table 4). 
Based on the regression lines described for cv ‘Sweet Red’ trained to palmette (Table 3 and 4), as 
well as on the relationship between ripening stages (IAD) and fruit ethylene emission, the model 
described in Figure 5 represents the predictions of harvest date and final fruit diameter in year 2011 
(Figure 5-1) and 2012 (Figure 5-2). For the mid-season cv ‘Sweet Red’, the harvest date prediction 
based on the GDD30 was similar for the two years (137 and 136 DAFB) and they differ from the 
real date about ten days (Table 5). The harvest date prediction based on the model described in 
Figure 5 (1 and 2) and on the IAD value at harvest 0.8, was also similar in year 2011 and 2012 (147 
and 149 DAFB) and they differ from the real date about three days (Table 5).   
For the early and the late varieties ‘Gartairo®’ and ‘California’, the harvest date prediction based on 
GDD30 differed about 10 days if compared with the real harvests in the two years, with the only 
exception of the 2011 prediction for cv ‘California’, that was only 5 days in advance (Table 5).  
Heat unit accumulation (GDD) form full bloom to the beginning of the ripening linear phase for the 
three varieties, did not show any correlation with the harvest date (data not showed).  
Comparing the final diameter prediction, with the real fruit diameter at harvest, differences varied 
between 1 to 5 mm for the three varieties in both years (Table 5). The predictions overestimated the 
real final fruit diameter in the early variety, while underestimations were observed for the mid-
season and late varieties both years (Table 6). Based on the estimated diameter, the fruit and tree 
densities per hectare, yield predictions showed errors variable between 1 and 10% in the two years 
for the three varieties (Table 6). 
 
4.5 Discussion 
As recently described by Nyasordzy et al., (2013) on apple, the IAD is a ripening index able to detect 
early variations in the maturity condition of fruit. At immature stages, when the fruit is still on the 
tree, it correlates with the chlorophyll content up to values around 1.5-1.6 (for apple) 1.8-2.0 (for 
peaches), specific to the variety (Nyasordzy et al., 2013; Bonora et al., 2013 a and b). At the more 
mature stages, the IAD showed a stronger relationship with fruit ethylene emission, as described by 
Ziosi et al. (2008). In the three nectarine cultivars used in our experiment, the relationship between 
ethylene production and fruit ripening (as IAD) allowed to clearly divide fruit in three classes 
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identified as pre-climacteric (immature - I), onset of climacteric (commercial maturity – CM) and 
full climacteric (physiological maturity – PM) stages of maturity (Table 2).  
Little is known about the use of the DA-meter to detect the first steps of fruit ripening, in fact most 
of the studies involving the IAD as peach and nectarine ripening index, focused on harvested fruit 
(Ziosi et al., 2008; Lurie et al., 2013). Results about fruit ripening on the tree are scarcely available. 
In accordance with Ziosi et al. (2008), that found a strong consistency of the relationship between 
IAD classes and ethylene emission over the years (on the nectarine cv’s ‘Laura’ and ‘Stark Red 
Gold’), our results on the three varieties, confirmed the cultivar-specific relationships between IAD 
and changes in ethylene production (Table 2) and the consistency of this relationship over the years 
(Figure 1). Figure 2 (A, B and C) and Figure 3 showed the initial ripening plateau phase and the 
subsequent linear decrease that characterized fruit ripening on the tree (as IAD) for each of the three 
varieties and two training systems under study. Other authors obtained similar findings. Infante et 
al. (2011) observed that different genotypes of black-skinned Japanese plums (‘Angeleno’ and 
‘Autumn beaut’) showed the development of IAD-ethylene curves with a specific calibration per 
each variety, even when fruit appeared of the same color suggesting that the IAD measured on the 
tree is a reliable parameter for a non-destructive monitoring of ripening either in deciding the 
optimum date for harvest or in helping retailers sorting fruit batches with similar ripeness level. 
Reig et al. (2012) made a similar observation trying to correlate the IAD with nectarine fruit flesh 
firmness.  
When considering the above mentioned reliability of the IAD as non-destructive monitoring tool, its 
consistency during the years and the relationship with tree training system becomes even more 
important. Following nectarine ripening on the tree, our results showed that fruit of the three 
varieties under study presented a distinct trend (Figure 2 A, B and C), with an initial plateau phase 
and a subsequent linear decrease until harvest. Fruit of every nectarine variety reached the slope of 
the ripening curve at a slightly different IAD values (Figure 2, A, B and C). Considering each variety 
separately, the IAD value at which the curve reached the beginning of the ripening linear phase was 
the same in the two years (Figure 2 A, B and C), as well as in the palmette and open-vase training 
systems of the same variety (Figure 3), but different timing at which the linear phase started were 
observed, in particular between fruit from the two training systems. In fact, on the open-vase, a shift 
of fruit maturity was observed towards lower IAD values (riper fruit), since the beginning of the 
ripening process (linear phase), as showed in Figure 3. During year 2012, fruit of the cv ‘Sweet 
Red’ from trees trained to open-vase appeared bigger and riper than fruit from trees trained to 
palmette (Figure 3). They reached the IAD at harvest (0.8) fifteen days earlier and accumulated 
around 40 GDD less during the same period of time (data not showed). Probably the higher light 
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interception of the open shaped training system (Layne and Bassi, 2008), allowed better conditions 
for fruit development. In fact, as suggested by Marini (1991), to obtain big peaches, fruit need to 
develop in a region of the canopy receiving about 20% full sun during the final three weeks before 
harvest. Also, Lewallen and Marini (2003) and Feng-Lil et al. (2008) observed that fruit size was 
bigger, background color more yellow and the IAD value lower (up to the climacteric peak) in fruit 
located in the upper and outer, more illuminated tree canopy positions. Farina et al. (2005) observed 
a lower variability in term of fruit quality parameters, (hue angle, FF, SSC) into vase shaped tree, 
than into “Y” shaped. In our situation on cv ‘Sweet Red’ trained as open-vase, the higher solar 
radiation available probably increased chlorophyll degradation and fruit appeared riper at every 
sampling than fruit developed in the more shaded palmette training system (Kliewer and Lider, 
1968; Budde et al., 2006; Bonora et al., 2013 b). More studies are needed to better understand peach 
and nectarine ripening process in relation to the training system and the interaction with 
environmental factors (such as light and temperature). Therefore, tree training system becomes even 
more of a fundamental tool for growers in their decision making process not only on general farm 
economy but also on fruit quality management. 
Our model, to achieve its full predicting capacity, requires fruit growth data input, therefore, in 
addition to fruit ripening, fruit growth was also monitored on the tree (from SIII of fruit 
development). In accord with Pérez-Marin et al. (2009), our results showed that fruit diameter 
increased constantly during the last part of the classical double sigmoid curve for all the varieties 
tested in the two years and differences were observed in term of growth extent (Figure 2 and 3). 
During summer 2011, fruit growth of the variety ‘Gartairo®’ did not show significant differences 
compared with summer 2012 (Figure 2A). However, the final fruit diameter appeared around 6 mm 
bigger in 2011 than in 2012 (Table 6), probably because fruit were left four days longer on the tree 
and continued following a linear increase (Pérez-Marin et al., 2009). In fact, Marini (1991) reported 
that peach diameter increases from 2 to 4% each day the fruit is on the tree, therefore, delaying 
harvest as long as possible will improve fruit final size. 
For cv ‘Sweet Red’ trained to palmette, during year 2011 fruit diameter appeared constantly bigger 
than in 2012 (Figure 2 B), with a final difference of 6 mm at harvest (Table 6). This is probably due 
to the unavoidable water stress that trees under normal irrigation practices suffered during the 
exceptional conditions of summer 2012. In fact, as known, during SIII of fruit growth irrigation is 
necessary to prevent water stress and weight losses (Marini, 1991), but the regional authority 
regimenting water supply did not allow higher water intake to deal with the emergency.  
No significant differences were observed in term of ripening and growth of the late variety 
‘California’, during fruit development throughout the two considered seasons (Figure 2 C). In 
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accord with several authors (Corelli and Coston, 1991; Costa and Vizzotto, 2000; Bonora et al., 
2013 a), the higher fruit density observed in year 2012 (Table 6) was probably the cause of the four 
days delay (Table 5) that fruit showed in reaching the IAD value of commercial harvest (1.0) and of 
the smaller final fruit diameter (Table 6). In general, due to the exceptional climatic conditions, all 
the tested varieties showed a smaller final fruit diameter in 2012, than in 2011. As observed for fruit 
ripening, our results showed that fruit diameter increased constantly during SIII of peach and 
nectarine fruit development and it was well described by regression lines with high coefficient of 
determination (Table 4) as also reported by Pérez-Marin et al. (2009), on nectarines. In our 
experiment as well, the comparison between regression lines did not show differences, either 
comparing the two years (in all the varieties), nor the different training systems (for cv ‘Sweet 
Red’) (Table 4), even if lower coefficient of determination than for fruit ripening were observed 
(Table 3). This suggested that fruit growth could be less related to the cultivar and more to other 
external parameters (such as fruit density, irrigation practices, training system, etc), as previously 
observed by several authors (Marini, 1991; Berman and DeJong, 1996; Naor et al., 1999). 
The variety specific data of fruit ripening and growth can be utilized in our model to achieve its 
prediction. On the basis of the IAD value at harvest and the ripening regression line obtained by fruit 
IAD monitoring, with the proposed model is possible to forecast fruit harvest date two-three weeks 
in advance (Figure 4). When compared with the already established model based on the heat unit 
accumulation during the thirty days after full bloom, the harvest date prediction based on the 
ripening regression line of each variety described in our model, appeared to predict harvest date 
more precisely (Table 5). In any case, the validity of the GDH30 model is not under critique. The 
GDH30 model showed a strong correlation with the harvest date of several peach and nectarine 
varieties and was introduced as one of the driving variables of the PEACH computer simulation 
model for the prediction of annual carbon supply and demand for reproductive and vegetative 
growth of peach trees (Ben Mimoun and DeJong, 1999; DeBuse et al., 2010). In our experiment, 
unfortunately, we had to base the calculation of the heat unit accumulated one month after full 
bloom on the less precise method of GDD, instead of GDH, and as several authors (Ben Mimoun  
and DeJong, 1999; DeBuse et al., 2010) suggested, the calculation of GDH30 is more precise than 
GDD for the prediction of the harvest date. In fact, by using GDH30 method, Marra et al. (2008) 
predicted the harvest date of thirteen peach varieties over 6 years with errors variable between 3-5 
days, compared with real harvest. However, in the real conditions we wanted to simulate, the use of 
GDH could be too complicated and not easily usable by growers, since in most cases in Italy, the 
availability of meteorological data is limited to maximum-minimum daily temperatures and rarely 
hourly data are accessible. For this reason, we observed errors of around 10 days, adopting the 
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GDD30 calculation making our model more reliable in these conditions and it could be used as data 
integrator and harvest date predictor by itself or in association with GDD/GDH30 (Table 5).  
Based on the harvest date prediction and the growth regression line obtained by fruit diameter 
monitoring, the model described in Figure 4 also allowed the forecasting of fruit diameter at harvest 
and through fruit density estimation, fruit number and tree density, orchard yield (Table 6), with 
small errors when compared with real values. 
 
4.6 Conclusions 
The present work confirmed the cultivar-specific relationships between IAD and changes in ethylene 
production and the consistency of this relation over growing seasons. Similar ripening trend was 
observed on fruit of the three nectarine varieties, with an initial plateau phase and a subsequent 
linear decrease until harvest. From the beginning of the ripening linear phase, the span of time to 
reach harvest appeared related to the variety and it was not affected by growing season neither by 
training system even if the open vase training system did reduce the total length of the ripening 
season.  
A new model was developed and validated, based on simple measurements of fruit ripening (IAD) 
and growth (diameter), to predict the time at which fruit reached a certain ripening stage at harvest 
as well as their size and weight. The combined field monitoring of fruit ripening (IAD) and growth 
(mm) during Stage III of nectarine development needed in the proposed model, resulted in two to 
three weeks advance in the prediction of the harvest date and yield with small predicting errors. 
This method, which also considers the desired nectarine ripening stage at harvest, offers promise for 
developing protocols that growers could use routinely under field conditions to predict more 
precisely the timing of their harvest operations, aiming at obtaining the highest possible quality and 
a more targeted fruit management during post-harvest. 
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4.9 Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Fruit ethylene production at different maturity classes (IAD) in the year 2011 and 
2012 for cultivar ‘Sweet Red’ trained to central leader. 
 
z
= Small letters represent significant differences between canopy layers within the same IAD class at p<0.05. 
y
= Capital letters represent significant differences between IAD values within the same canopy layer at p<0.05. 
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Figure 2: Trend of fruit ripening (IAD; reference scale in the primary y axis) and growth (mm; 
reference scale in the secondary y axis) over time (DAFB; in the x axis) during years 2011 and 
2012 per each cultivar (‘Gartairo®’ - graph A, ‘Sweet Red’ trained to central leader - graph 
B, ‘California’ – graph C). 
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Figure 3: Trend of fruit ripening (IAD; reference scale in the primary y axis) and growth (mm; 
reference scale in the secondary y axis) over time (DAFB; in the x axis) during year 2012 per 
each training system (open vase and central leader) of the cultivar ‘Sweet Red’. Black straight 
lines represent the regression lines of three IAD values for the open vase (a) and central leader 
(b) training systems. Black dotted straight lines represent the regression lines of three 
diameter points (mm) for the open vase (c) and central leader (b) training systems.  
Linear equations of the regression lines, coefficients of determination (R
2
) and p-values are 
reported in Table 2 (Ripening equations) and Table 3 (Fruit growth equations). 
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Figure 4: Regression lines of fruit ripening (IAD; reference scale in the primary y axis) and 
growth (mm; reference scale in the secondary y axis) over time (DAFB; in the x axis) during 
year 2011 (graph 1) and 2012 (graph 2) for the cultivar ‘Sweet Red’ trained to central leader. 
The regression lines were divided in an initial straight part, based on real data, and a dotted 
last part, predicted extension of the line. The horizontal black dashed line (A in graph 1 and D 
in graph 2) connects the “IAD at harvest” (0.8 on the primary y axis) with the extension of the 
IAD regression line (dotted black line). The vertical black dashed line (B in graph 1 and E in 
graph 2), passing through the “IAD at harvest”, intercepts the x axis, pointing out the DAFB at 
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which the fruit will reach the “IAD at harvest” (harvest date prediction), and intercepts the 
extension of the diameter regression line (dotted grey line), pointing out the diameter value 
that fruit will reached at the predicted harvest date. The black horizontal dashed lines (C in 
graph 1 and F in graph 2) connects the diameter value on the extension of the diameter 
regression line (dotted grey line) with the y secondary axis (diameter prediction). 
Linear equations of the regression lines, coefficients of determination (R
2
) and p-values are 
reported in Table 2 (Ripening equations) and Table 3 (Fruit growth equations). 
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4.10  Tables 
 
Table1: Fruit ripening and growth field data collection period (from-to) for cultivar 
‘Gartairo®’, ‘Sweet Red’ trained to palmette, ‘Sweet Red’ trained to open-vase and 
‘California’, both in year 2011 and 2012. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: Fruit maturity stage, IAD class and corresponding ethylene production (nl L
-1
 h
-1
 g
-1
 
FW) of the three nectarine varieties ‘Gartairo®’, ‘Sweet Red’ and ‘California’ in the year 
2012. 
 
 
z
= Fruit maturity stages: physiological maturity (PM), commercial maturity (CM) and immature (I) 
y
=Small letters represent significant differences between maturity stage (PM, CM and I) within the same variety at 
p<0.05. 
x= Capital letters represent significant differences between varieties (‘Gartairo®’, ‘Sweet Red’ and ‘California’) within 
the same maturity stage at p<0.05. 
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Table 3: Per each variety and training system (‘Gartairo®’, ‘Sweet Red’ central leader, ‘Sweet 
Red’ open vase and ‘California’), in the two years 2011 (with the exception of the ‘Sweet Red’ 
trained to open vase) and 2012, the table reports slopes (a) and intercepts (b), coefficients of 
determination (R
2
) and p-values of the linear equations describing the fruit ripening (IAD) 
regression lines. Also, the table reports R
2
 and p-values of the comparison between the 
regression lines of year 2011 and 2012 per each variety (‘Gartairo®’, ‘Sweet Red’ trained to 
central leader and ‘California’). Only for cv ‘Sweet Red’ the same comparison is reported 
between the central leader and open vase training systems. 
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Table 4: Per each variety and training system (‘Gartairo®’, ‘Sweet Red’ central leader, ‘Sweet 
Red’ open vase and ‘California’), in the two years 2011 (with the exception of the ‘Sweet Red’ 
trained to open vase) and 2012, the table reports slopes (a) and intercepts (b), coefficients of 
determination (R
2
) and p-values of the linear equations describing the fruit growth (mm) 
regression lines. Also, the table reports R
2
 and p-values of the comparison between the 
regression lines of year 2011 and 2012 per each variety (‘Gartairo®’, ‘Sweet Red’ trained to 
central leader and ‘California’). Only for cv ‘Sweet Red’ the same comparison is reported 
between the central leader and open vase training systems. 
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Table 5: Per each year (2011 and 2012) and variety (‘Gartairo®’, ‘Sweet Red’ trained to 
central leader and Califorina), the table reports the IAD at harvest, the date of full bloom, the 
Heat unit accumulation (GDD30) during the 30 days after full bloom (DAFB), the harvest 
date prediction (as DAFB) based on GDD30 and on the fruit ripening-growth model 
respectively, and the real harvest date (as DAFB). 
 
 
Table 6: Per each year (2011 and 2012) and variety (‘Gartairo®’, ‘Sweet Red’ trained to 
central leader and ‘California’), the table reports fruit density (as fruit/cm2 trunk) and tree 
density (as tree/Ha), the fruit diameter prediction based on the ripening-growth model, the 
real fruit diameter at harvest, the yield prediction based on the ripening-growth model (as 
kg/Ha) and the yield error from the comparison between predicted and real (as %). 
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4.1 Abstract 
Consistency of fruit quality is extremely important in horticulture. Fruit growth and quality in nectarine are affected by 
fruit position into the canopy, related to the tree shape. The “open shaped” training systems, such as Tatura Trellis, 
showed to improve fruit growth and quality. A study on fruit ripening heterogeneity was performed by using the Index 
of Absorbance Difference (IAD), a new marker for nectarine quality assessment, to monitor fruit maturity stages of two 
cultivars trained on Tatura trellis in Victoria, Australia. Fruit of cv ‘Summer Flare’ 34 (‘SF34’) grown in different 
positions on the tree showed high ripening homogeneity, while fruit size was constantly bigger in the top. Fruit 
harvested at a similar ripening stage showed fruit firmness and soluble solid content homogeneity. Fruit from hand-
thinned cv ‘Summer Flare 26’ (‘SF26’) were larger in size, had advanced ripening and showed greater homogeneity. 
For cv ‘SF26’ a weak correlation between IAD and SSC was observed. The experiment showed that Tatura trellis 
training system increased the homogeneity of nectarine fruit if coupled with a proper management of fruit density. It 
also confirmed that the IAD could be used as new non-destructive maturity index for nectarine fruit quality assessment in 
the field. 
 
Key Words: Prunus persica, IAD, Tatura trellis, PlantToon
®
, Fruit density 
 
5.2 Introduction 
A tree training system is defined as method of manipulating the tree structure and canopy geometry 
to improve the interception and distribution of light, for the purpose of optimizing fruit quality and 
yield (Caruso et al., 2003). In 1970, a group of Australian researchers developed the Tatura Trellis 
(Chalmers and Wilson, 1978), suitable for the complete mechanization of harvest in intensive peach 
orchards. Despite of the higher light available and photosynthetic rate that this tree shape allows, it 
was judged too expensive because of the intensive work to maintain the complex scaffold needed. 
Keeping the same open canopy design, simplified and cheaper tree shapes were developed during 
the following decades, such as the “KAC V” (DeJong, 1999) and “Y” (Caruso et al., 2003). Several 
aspects of the Tatura Trellis training system on apple and cherry trees were studied (Cittadini et al., 
2008), but only a few experiments on tree productivity were available regarding peach fruit (Van 
den Ende, 1994). Numerous studies on different tree architectures pointed out that fruit position into 
the canopy represents one of the most critical factors for peach fruit quality development and 
homogeneity of fruit characteristics (Farina et al., 2005; Dani, 2007; Feng-Li et al., 2008) related to 
the light availability (Lewallen and Marini, 2003). The open center training systems increase the 
light available in the inner canopy, giving rise to a gradient of quality traits. Fruit that develops in 
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the periphery and center of the canopy obtain higher light levels and are characterized by better 
quality attributes, while fruit located halfway between the tree center and periphery are more shaded 
and developed lower quality (Lewallen and Marini, 2003; Feng-Li et al., 2008). Final fruit size and 
quality may also depend on shoot length, fruit distribution on the shoot and number of fruit per 
centimeter of shoot length (Corelli Grappadelli and Coston, 1991). The correct management of the 
fruit density in relation to the position and light exposure is required to get optimal fruit size 
(Caruso et al., 1998; Farina et al., 2005). Several studies in the past attempted to evaluate crop load 
and fruit quality distribution in different training systems (Sansavini et al., 1985; Corelli 
Grappadelli and Sansavini, 1989). For tree shapes that allow a uniform light distribution, fruit 
thinning has to be homogeneously performed in every part of the tree (Costa et al., 2003). Farina et 
al. (2005), showed that a balanced peach fruit number on an open shape produced a greater number 
of large-sized fruit. 
As well as the final commercial diameter, the quality traits commonly used as indicators of peach 
and nectarine maturity stage into the orchard are the changes in fruit firmness and background color 
turning from green to yellow (Delwiche and Baumgardner, 1983). Peach fruit quality characteristics 
such as soluble solid content, red color and background color show a clear gradient related to fruit 
position into the canopy (Farina et al., 2005; Lewallen and Marini, 2003; Dani, 2007). Farina et al. 
(2005) reported different gradients of peach fruit firmness in different training system, while other 
authors found that light intensity did not affect fruit firmness (Feng-Li et al., 2008). Changes in 
background color and fruit firmness in peaches are generally linked but light interception or canopy 
position may alter the relationship between these two parameters (Dani, 2007). In fact, while recent 
studies on peach fruit observed that as firmness declines, background color became more yellow 
and less green, it was also pointed out that fruit with similar background color harvested from 
different position into the canopy may not have the same fruit firmness (Marini et al., 1991; Dani, 
2007). Iglesias and Echeverria (2009) reported that peach fruit firmness alone is not a satisfactory 
minimum maturity index because it varies between nectarine cultivars, and for a given cultivar 
firmness varies in relation to fruit size, climatic conditions and agronomical practices. Instead, 
background color is an informative harvest index as it reflects the chlorophyll content of the fruit 
(Infante et al., 2011; Cascales et al., 2005) found that changes in peach fruit background color, due 
to chlorophyll degradation, are proportional to those perceived by a panel of assessors. Recently, 
based on the vis-NIR spectroscopy, a new measurement, the “Index of Absorbance Difference” 
(IAD) that strongly correlate with the chlorophyll-a content and the ethylene production of peach and 
nectarine fruit was introduced (Ziosi et al., 2008). The IAD could be used for each cultivar to define 
the ideal timing to harvest, in accordance with consumer needs, as shown by the higher correlation 
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with consumer acceptance than with the traditional quality parameters found by Gottardi et al. 
(2009). Only few results are available regarding the use of the IAD as ripening Index for peach and 
nectarine fruit.   
The objectives of this study were (a) to assess the performance of Tatura Trellis as training system 
for nectarine in affecting fruit quality, maturity and homogeneity and (b) to evaluate the possible 
application of the IAD as non-destructive maturity index to follow fruit ripening in the field and 
objectively define the ideal harvesting time. Fruit growth and ripening were tested at different 
canopy layers in the canopy and with two crop densities on nectarine cv ‘Summer Flare 34’ 
(‘SF34’) and ‘Summer Flare 26’ (‘SF26’). 
 
5.3 Materials and Methods 
Trials were conducted in 2010 on two six-year-old yellow flesh nectarines (Prunus persica [L.] 
Stokes) cultivar ‘Summer Flare 34’ and ‘Summer Flare 26’ grafted onto GF677 (P. persica x P. 
amygdalus). The orchards were located in Ardmona, Victoria, Australia (-36.38 N, 145.32 S); trees 
were trained to a North-South oriented Tatura trellis system with spacing of 4.5 x 3.0 m and a 
planting density of 740 trees/ha. Routine horticultural management techniques were applied 
throughout the season in terms of pruning, irrigation, fertilization and pest control. 
Full bloom dates recorded for the two varieties were 14
th
 and 16
th
 of October 2010 for ‘SF34’ and 
‘SF26’ respectively. Three similar trees for ‘SF34’ and six similar trees for ‘SF26’ were randomly 
selected within each orchard. Canopies were divided in three parallel areas of equal size 
representing the top (T), middle (M) and bottom (B) canopy layers as described by Feng-Lil et al. 
(2008). 
Fruit maturity was assessed by measuring the Index of Absorbance Difference (IAD) with the DA-
Meter (TR, Forlì, Italy), a portable vis/NIRs that correlates with chlorophyll-a content and ethylene 
production as described by Ziosi et al. (2008). Fruit of the two varieties ‘SF34’ and ‘SF26’ were 
catalogued in three ripening classes at harvest representing physiological maturity (PM), that 
corresponded to the ethylene production, commercial maturity (CM), at the onset of climacteric and 
immature (I), before the climacteric (Table 1).
 
To detect the maturity stage at which the ethylene climacteric occurred in cultivar ‘SF34’ and 
‘SF26’, ethylene production was assessed on a sample of more or less 10 fruit per IAD class (forty 
fruit in total), randomly picked one week before the main harvest. Fruit were individually placed in 
sealed 1 L jars and a 1.0 mL gas sample removed and injected into a Shimadzu GC-14B packed-gas 
chromatograph (Column = Packed Alumina SS 80/100 180cm; 140°C; Inj/Det = 180°C, Shimadzu, 
Kyoto, Japan). Fruit were left to incubate for at least one hour at 20° C prior to a second gas sample 
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being removed and injected into the gas chromatograph. The ethylene production was calculated as 
difference between the result of the second and the first injection (Bregoli et al., 2002). 
For both varieties at harvest twenty to fifty fruit per IAD class were assessed with the standard 
quality traits measurements: fruit firmness, soluble solid content (SSC), % of blush and a* and b* 
on both blush and background color of the peel. Fruit firmness was measured on the two opposite 
cheeks using a FT011 hand-operated Effegi penetrometer (Effegi, Ravenna, Italy) equipped with an 
8 mm diameter Magness-Taylor probe and mounted on a hand-operated drill press. Part of the 
mesocarp was squeezed and SSC was determined with a digital hand-held refractometer (PAL-1, 
Atago, Tokyo, Japan). The percentage of blush was visually evaluated and expressed as percentage 
of the fruit surface covered with a uniform red color (0% corresponded to a fruit that did not 
developed any blush; 100% corresponded to a fruit completely red). The a* and b* color-opponent 
dimensions, based on nonlinearly compressed coordinates, were measured with a CR400 Minolta 
digital colorimeter (Konica-Minolta, Tokyo, Japan). 
Cultivar ‘SF34’ was used to evaluate the influence of Tatura Trellis system on fruit maturity and 
quality. Five fruit per each canopy layer (bottom, middle and top) from east and west side of the 
canopy of every tree were tagged (ninety fruit in total) and followed during the growing season. To 
evaluate the influence that fruit position within the canopy had on nectarine development, fruit 
growth (diameter) and ripening (IAD) were weekly monitored on tagged fruit from 83 to 130 DAFB. 
The first harvest was performed at 122 DAFB and the main harvest at 130 DAFB. The fruit 
ripening composition was measured with the DA-meter on a total population of 100 randomly 
selected fruit picked from the trees under study at the main harvest. The previously described 
standard laboratory quality assessments were performed on a sample of twenty to fifty fruit per IAD 
class. 
On one of the trees in trial the spatial position of each fruit, as well as the complete canopy 
structure, was identified using a “woody stick-compass system” to obtain length, direction (°N) and 
horizontal projection of each element, following the protocol established by Costa (personal 
communication). By inputting the collected data in the 3D graphic software PlantToon
®
 (Magnanini 
et al., 2010), the architecture of the tree has been recreated and modeled in order to link the relative 
position of each fruit with the information collected from the field (IAD).  
Cultivar ‘SF26’ was used to evaluate the effect of fruit density on fruit maturity of Tatura Trellis 
grown trees. Six branches with similar length (around 40 to 50 cm), one branch per each canopy 
layer (B, M and T) and orientation (East, West), were selected and tagged on each of the six trees in 
trial (thirty-six branches in total), based on the assumption that peach tree branches behaved as 
functionally autonomous units, as demonstrate by Volpe et al. (2008) All tagged branches from 
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three trees were hand thinned at 4 fruit per branch (1 fruit every 10-12 cm of shoot length) 15 to 20 
DAFB (as suggested by Corelli Grappadelli and Coston, 1991) while all the tagged branches from 
the remaining three trees were left unthinned with roughly 8 fruit per branch (1 fruit every 5-6 cm 
of shoot length). 
Fruit growth (diameter) and ripening (IAD) were weekly monitored from 68 to 89 DAFB on the fruit 
from all tagged branches. To assess the correlation between fruit ripening stage (IAD) and SSC, 
during fruit growth a sample of fifteen fruit were weekly collected. IAD and SSC were measured, as 
previously described. Harvest was performed in two picks (main harvest was at 89 DAFB), in 
accordance to the orchardist normal behavior. Because an overwhelming infection of Monilia Laxa 
near harvest, the standard laboratory quality assessments at harvest of cv ‘SF26’ were not 
performed. 
All the collected data were statistically evaluated using the Duncan’s multiple range t-test at p < 
0.05. The interactions between factors were assessed with a multiple factor ANOVA test. Both the 
statistical evaluations were performed with the software STATISTICA 7 (StatSoft. Inc., Tulsa, OK, 
USA). 
 
5.4 Results 
Table 1 shows the IAD values at which the fruit maturity stage ranges start affecting the physiology 
of the fruit for both ‘SF34’ and ‘SF26’ nectarine varieties. IAD values are different for the two 
varieties even when inside the same maturity stage. Fruit at immature stage (>1.3 IAD value for 
‘SF34’ and > 1.0 for ‘SF26’) are in pre-climacteric with negligible ethylene production. Fruit at 
commercial maturity show the onset of the climacteric with the starting of ethylene production (IAD 
values of 0.6 to 1.3 for ‘SF34’ and 0.6 to 1.0 for SF 26). Below 0.6 IAD value in both varieties fruit 
are at the physiological maturity stage with high ethylene production. 
As shown in Figure 1, at 101 and 108 DAFB fruit of the cultivar ‘SF34’ were immature, with IAD 
values greater than 1.3-1.6. At 122 DAFB, fruit in the outer canopy appeared riper than fruit in the 
inner and bottom as shown by the light gray and white circles representing the riper fruit. 
At every sampling, fruit ripening distribution between IAD classes were concentrated in a narrow 
range of values (Figure 2), showing a high fruit ripening homogeneity. The three curves seemed to 
maintain the same shape over time and only sliding toward lower IAD values when fruit became 
riper (122 DAFB). 
As shown in table 2 significant differences were observed monitoring fruit ripening of the cultivar 
‘SF34’ every week from 93 to 130 DAFB during which the IAD values progressively decreased from 
around 1.8 to roughly 0.8 in a month. Fruit reached the onset of climacteric at 122 DAFB (Table 1) 
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and harvests were performed (122 and 130 DAFB) for the ‘SF34’ cultivar. The maturity stage of the 
fruit was not different between the three horizontal canopy layers bottom, middle and top  over time 
(data not shown), while fruit growth during the season was significantly affected by fruit 
positioning into the canopy (Table 3). At the first sampling (73 DAFB), fruit from the T canopy 
layer showed bigger diameter than fruit in the M and B canopy layers (44.5 mm, 42.8 mm and 41.2 
mm respectively). For the rest of the season and up to the first harvest (122DAFB) fruit in the B 
canopy layer had on average 2 to 4 mm smaller diameters than the M and T canopy layers (Table 
3). At the main harvest (130 DAFB) of cultivar ‘SF34’, no more differences were observed between 
fruit diameters from the three canopy layers (average of 71 to 73 mm). 
Fruit of cultivar ‘SF34’ showed a high ripening homogeneity at the main harvest (130 DAFB) at 
which more than 80 % of the fruit were included in the CM class; only the 3% of the fruit were in 
the I class (IAD value greater than 1.3) and the remaining (17%) were at the physiological maturity 
stage (IAD 0.3-0.6). 
Riper fruit (PM) did not show any significant differences between bottom, middle and top canopy 
layers in term of % of blush at harvest (55 to 60%). Fruit from top canopy layer of the CM class 
were more colored (60% blush) than bottom fruit (40 % blush) of the same class, while no 
differences were shown between fruit of the I class, that developed only 10% blush, independently 
of the canopy layer. Immature fruit East exposed have shown a % of blush lower than the West 
oriented (data not shown). No significant differences between ripening classes and canopy layers in 
term of a*and b* components of both blush and background color were observed (data not shown), 
while traditional destructive quality parameters were differently affected by the fruit ripening stage 
and the position in the canopy, as shown in Table 4. No differences were observed for fruit firmness 
between fruit within the same ripening class, coming from the three canopy layers. If we consider 
the canopy layers, only top showed variation between ripening classes, with riper fruit (PM) 
measuring the lowest fruit firmness and immature fruit (I) the highest (Table 4). Fruit of both the 
PM and CM classes developed the highest SSC at the top of the trees, while no differences were 
noticed between tree canopy layers within the immature IAD class. When comparing fruit within the 
same canopy layer, fruit at the PM and CM ripening stages showed higher SSC values than (I) fruit 
while no differences were noticed between ripening classes in the bottom canopy layer (Table 4). 
Both fruit firmness and SSC were not affected by fruit orientation (East-West) of the canopy (data 
not shown).  
As shown in Table 5 for cv ‘SF26’, hand-thinned fruit were bigger than the unthinned at every 
sampling date and in all tree canopy layer. When considering fruit density, the diameter of the hand-
thinned fruit did not differ between canopy layers, while the unthinned fruit were bigger in the top 
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canopy layer at most sampling dates. Only at 89 DAFB all fruit from the three canopy layers 
reached the same diameter in the unthinned fruit.  
Table 6 shows that the IAD value decreased during the season both for the hand-thinned and thinned 
thesis. Within fruit densities at every sampling time no differences were observed between the three 
canopy layers. Fruit density had an interactive effect with canopy layer on fruit IAD values. Higher 
fruit density at 68 and 75 DAFB resulted in delayed ripening values in fruit from the middle and 
bottom canopy layers but not from the top canopy layer. In all subsequent sampling dates unthinned 
fruit showed delayed maturity (lower IAD values) when compared with the hand-thinned fruit 
reaching the point at 89 DAFB (harvest) in which unthinned fruit were still at a pre-climacteric 
stage while hand-thinned fruit were already on the onset of climacteric (Table 1 and Table 6). The 
East or West orientation did affect neither fruit growth, nor ripening (data not shown). 
Figure 3 describes the correlation (R
2
 = 0.60 and p<0.01) between the IAD values of fruit of the 
cultivar ‘SF26’ and the respective SSC during fruit growth. Unripe fruit, with an IAD between 1.0 
and 2.0, showed a lower SSC than the riper fruit. Fruit that reached the PM, showed the highest 
SSC (12-15 °Brix). 
 
5.5 Discussion 
Recently, Reig et al. (2012) used firmness instead of ethylene production to establish a correlation 
between the IAD and fruit maturity stage, but their findings were not satisfactory as, different IAD 
values were obtained at different firmness values and the relationship was cv dependent. In fact, as 
demonstrated by Ziosi et al. (2008) on nectarine of the cultivar Stark Red Gold, IAD showed higher 
correlation with ethylene production than with fruit firmness. Both cultivars ‘SF34’ and ‘SF26’ 
showed a clear and different trend in ethylene production at the respective I, CM and PM fruit 
maturity stages (Table 1), in agreement with Ziosi et al. (2008) that defined the relationship 
between ethylene production and ripening stage (IAD) as cultivar-specific. The IAD can be regarded 
as a marker of peach fruit ripening more sensitive and confident than the physic-chemical 
parameters commonly used to describe the physiological condition including firmness, which was 
the most reliable measurement till now (Valero et al., 2007). 
The IAD value measured on fruit of cv ‘SF34’ decreased following ripening from early in the season 
(Table 2), even if at the onset of climacteric (CM) the ethylene production still remained very low 
(Table 1). Prior to that ripening level, at the immature stage, the IAD probably better correlates with 
chlorophyll content than with the ethylene production, still remaining cultivar-specific (Cubeddu et 
al., 2001a; Cubeddu et al., 2001b). Ripening assessment on fruit of the cultivar ‘Stark Red Gold’ 
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(Ziosi et al., 2008)  as well as on eleven different nectarine cultivars, Reig et al. (2012) confirmed 
the same behavior. 
The non-destructive instrument DA-meter, coupled with the 3D representation of the tree, allowed 
to obtain objective observations of fruit ripening in their exact collocation within the canopy (Figure 
1), without removing them from the tree (Costa et al., personal communication). Our experiment 
showed that fruit ripening (IAD) of ‘SF34’ trained on Tatura Trellis was not affected by fruit 
position inside the canopy (bottom, middle and top canopy layers) during the season as well as at 
harvest (Figure 1 and 2). This is probably due to the open shape of the training system that allows a 
better exposure of fruit in the inner and bottom part of the canopy to direct sunlight, especially 
during the last stages of fruit development (Nuzzo et al., 2000). A similar behavior was observed on 
peach and apple fruit grown on Y-trellis (Caruso et al., 2003), characterized by a wider angle 
between branches (45° instead of 35° of Tatura Trellis) and “perpendicular V” also called 
“Kearney-V” or “KAC-V” (DeJong, 1999), an hybrid between the traditional open-vase system and 
the Tatura trellis. All these training systems showed greater levels of intercepted radiation than 
delayed vase and free palmette along the life of the orchard (Layne and Bassi, 2008). 
On the contrary of fruit ripening, fruit growth during the season and final size, for cv ‘SF34’ (Table 
3), appeared strongly affected by fruit position in the canopy (Table 3). Several studies on peach 
trees have demonstrated that fruit position in the canopy was an important factor affecting fruit 
growth and size (Génard and Bruchou, 1993; Weibel, 1999). At every sampling, fruit of ‘SF34’ 
located at the top of the canopy were constantly bigger than fruit in the bottom (Table 3). Also 
Lewallen and Marini (2003) observed that fruit size was largest in fruit located in the outside of the 
canopy and a similar pattern was reported in peach trees trained to a perpendicular-Y and “delayed 
vase” (Farina et al., 2005). Basile et al. showed that at harvest fruit size increased moving from the 
top to the bottom of the canopy, while at the beginning of the growing season fruit showed an 
opposite trend. Likewise, only at the first sampling (73 DAFB) on cv ‘SF34’, no differences were 
observed between diameters of fruit from the middle and bottom canopy layers, while afterwards 
the diameters of fruit from the middle and top canopy layers were similar until harvest (Table 3). 
This behaviour could be due to a change in fruit diameter gradient in the canopy described by 
Basile et al. (2007). A possible explanation of the opposite trend early in the season, of fruit growth 
could be related to the time of blooming, that start form the tree bottom to the top of the tree (Dann 
et al., 1988). Alternatively, part of the variability in fruit growth appeared to be related to carbon 
(C) source limitation due to the insufficient area of leaves per fruit early in the season (Corelli 
Grappadelli and Coston, 1991; Costa et al., 2003). In peach, which carries vegetative and 
reproducticve buds at most nodes, the competition may be stronger for young fruit and this may 
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cause stronger early fruit-to-fruit competition in the top compared to the bottom of the canopy and a 
slow growth in the upper part of the trees (Corelli Grappadelli and Coston, 1991). Subsequently, 
when fruit become then stronger competitor for the photosynthates they start to use the leaves in the 
vicinity as C-sources and fruit in the tree top are advantaged because more exposed to light (Basile 
et al., 2007). Fruit competition and usage of leaves as C-sources could explain our findings that 
after the main harvest of cv ‘SF34’, fruit diameters were similar in the three considered canopy 
layers, probably because fruit removal caused a redistribution of the photosynthates between the 
remaining fruit, which continued their growth throughout the last stages of maturation (Marini and 
Sowers, 1994).  
Our results showed that fruit of the variety ‘SF34’, trained on Tatura Trellis, with the same ripening 
stage at harvest, were very homogeneous also in terms of firmness (Table 4) establishing a loose 
correlation between fruit firmness and ethylene production. This observation is in accord with other 
authors, who reported a rapid decline of fruit firmness after ethylene production inside the fruit has 
begun (Tonutti et al., 1996; Brummell et al., 2004). Conversely, Lewallen and Marini (2003) 
observed that fruit with similar background color, as an indication of fruit ripening, harvested from 
different positions within the canopy did not have the same fruit firmness, with firmer fruit in the 
inside positions of which the nearby leaves would be the least exposed to light. Our findings were 
somewhere in the middle since fruit from the bottom and middle canopy layer were found having 
similar firmness independently of their ripening stages (Table 4) while fruit from the top of the 
canopy showed that less ripen fruit were the more firm, probably also due to a combined effect of 
light and position as suggested by Marini and Trout (1984). 
 Ziosi et al. (2008) described SSC as ethylene-independent and did not observe strong differences in 
soluble solids between ripening stages (IAD) for the cultivar ‘Stark Red Gold’. Our results on cv 
‘SF26’ seemed to validate these findings, in fact a relatively low correlation (R2 = 0.60) between 
IAD and SSC was observed (Figure 3). These results were also in accord with Hale et al. (2012) on 
the cv ‘August Fire’ but in contrast with a recent publication of Infante et al. (2011) on two 
cultivars of Japanese plums ‘Angeleno’ and ‘Autumn Beaut’. Infante (2012) described the IAD as an 
index having high correlation with the most common parameters used for monitoring ripening, such 
as fruit firmness and SSC with R
2
 >0.89 and >0.70 respectively. Our results on ‘SF34’ (Table 4), 
however, showed that fruit in the middle and top canopy layers presented differences in term of 
SSC related to the ripening stage with immature fruit, and therefore less ethylene, having the lowest 
soluble solids content and fruit at commercial and physiological maturity stages having similar SSC 
despite their differences in ethylene production (Table 4). Only fruit from the bottom canopy layer 
appeared to have the same SSC independently from the ripening stage. Overall in our experiments it 
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seems that there was a loose interaction between canopy position and fruit ripening stage in regards 
to SSC (Table 4) and most of the effects were probably due to the higher exposition to the light of 
fruit in the upper parts of the canopy than to their specific ripening stages, since only the immature 
or less exposed fruit of the bottom canopy layers showed lower SSC.  This hypothesis is supported 
by other works that found a strong influence of light on peach fruit quality (Caruso et al., 2003) and, 
consequently, of tree growth trends, reproductive habits, training systems as well as pruning 
techniques on light distribution (DeJong and Doyle, 1984; Scorza et al., 1986). Despite the variation 
in SSC fruit content  found in our experiment, trees trained in the Tatura Trellis system seemed to 
have a good uniformity in SSC distribution since 97% of the fruit at harvest were at the CM and PM 
maturity stage. Only 30 % came from the bottom canopy layer, with over  80% of the total fruit 
harvested having similar soluble solids content. There could also be a variety component 
influencing the overall correlation between SSC and IAD and more research is necessary to validate 
this. 
The highly uniform tree structure created by the Tatura Trellis system seemed to be the reason of 
the relatively high fruit uniformity found in our experiments, in terms of fruit maturity level, SSC 
and firmness. In fact, as suggested by DeJong et al. (1984), the uniform tree structure of Tatura 
Trellis, also allows for an easy regulation of fruit density which can be summed by just leaving 
about four fruit per fruiting shoot during Stage I of fruit growth (Corelli Grappadelli and Coston, 
1991). From our experiment on cv ‘SF26’, it was observed that maintaining fruit number at the 
suggested density resulted in uniform fruit within the canopy, both in term of diameter and ripening 
stage (Table 5 and 6). These results are in contrast with previous studies that showed gradients of 
fruit size within peach tree canopies both in commercially and heavily-thinned peach trees (Weibel, 
1999; Forlani et al., 2002; Farina et al., 2005) . The higher light availability to the fruit, coupled 
with a balanced crop load, probably allowed Tatura Trellis to reduce the fruit-to fruit competition 
with a greater distribution of the photosynthates between vegetative and reproductive structures 
(Faust, 1989; Pavel and Dejong, 1993; Costa and Vizzotto, 2000) which would explain the high 
fruit variability in term of size and maturity stage that we found when fruit density was doubled 
(Table 5 and 6). Our results were confirmed by other authors that observed that leaving too many 
fruit on a tree reduces SSC as well as fruit size at harvest (Corelli Grappadelli and Coston, 1991; 
Crisosto et al., 1995a). 
 
5.6 Conclusions 
The study revealed that trees trained on Tatura Trellis produced fruit with high homogeneity in 
terms of growth, maturation and SSC content, when fruit density is balanced. Our results also 
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confirmed that the IAD can be regarded as a sensitive, confident and non-destructive marker of 
nectarine fruit maturity stage that allows for an early assessment of fruit ripening still on the tree. 
Further investigations are required to better define the relationship between IAD and the traditional 
quality traits fruit firmness and SSC. 
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5.8 Figures  
Figure 1: PlantToon
®
 image of the fruit ripening distribution (IAD) at 101, 108 and 122 DAFB 
(cv ‘SF34’). The white circles (IAD <0.3) as well as the circles colored with the lighter shade of 
grey (0.3< IAD <0.6) represent fruits at their physiological maturity stage (PM). The higher is 
the IAD value and the unripe is the fruit the darker became the shade of grey. The most unripe 
fruits are represented by black circles (IAD >1.4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Fruit ripening distribution curves between IAD classes at 101, 108 and 122 DAFB 
(‘SF34’). 
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Figure 3: Correlation between fruit ripening stage (IAD) and soluble solid content (°Brix), 
power equation and coefficient of correlation (R
2
) of the cultivar ‘SF26’ 
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5.9 Tables 
 
Table 1: Fruit maturity stage, IAD value and corresponding Ethylene production (nl L
-1
 h
-1
 g
-1
 
FW) of the two nectarine varieties ‘SF34’ and ‘SF26’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
z
= Fruit maturity stages: physiological maturity (PM), commercial maturity (CM) and immature (I) 
y
= Numbers with different letters would be statistically significant at p<0.005 
 
Table 2: Average of the fruit maturity stage (IAD) on the tree and standard error (SE) at 93, 
101, 108 122 and 130 DAFB (cv ‘SF34’). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
z
= Numbers with different letters would be statistically significant at p<0.005 
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Table 3: Average of the fruit diameter in different canopy layers of the tree at 73, 80, 93, 101, 
108, 122 and 130 DAFB (cv ‘SF34’). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
z
= Canopy layers: bottom (B), middle (M) and top (T). 
y
=Numbers with different letters would be statistically significant at p<0.005. 
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Table 4: Average of Firmness (FF kg/cm
2
) and soluble solids content (SSC °Brix) of fruits at 
the IAD classes of physiological maturity (PM), commercial maturity (CM) and immature (I) 
in the three considered canopy layers  bottom (B), middle (M) and top (T) of the cultivar 
‘SF34’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
z
= Small letters represent significant differences between canopy layers within the same IAD class at p<0.05. 
y
= Capital letters represent significant differences between IAD values within the same canopy layer at p<0.05. 
 
 
Table 5: Average of fruit diameter in the Hand-Thinned and Unthinned fruit densities, in the 
bottom (B), middle (M) and top (T) canopy layer at 68, 75, 82 and 89 DAFB (cv ‘SF26’). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
z
= Small letters represent significant differences between fruit densities within the same canopy layer (B, M, T) at 
p<0.05. 
y
= Capital letters represent significant differences between canopy layers within the same fruit density (Hand-Thinned 
or Unthinned) at p<0.05. 
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Table 6: Average of fruit ripening stage (IAD) in the Hand-Thinned and Unthinned thesis, in 
the three canopy layers (B, M and T), at 68, 75, 82 and 89 DAFB (cv ‘SF26’). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
z
= Small letters represent significant differences between fruit densities within the same canopy layer (B, M, T) at 
p<0.05. 
y
= Capital letters represent significant differences between canopy layers within the same fruit density (Hand-Thinned 
or Unthinned) at p<0.05. 
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6.1 Abstract 
Fruit maturity heterogeneity in the tree and consequently in the field is an ongoing issue that affects the quality and 
management along the entire production chain. Peach fruit ripening and quality are affected by light interception and 
temperature whithin the canopy. The heterogeneity of peach fruit development (expressed mainly as fruit dimension 
and quality traits) is usually attributed to the light variation, without considering fruit temperature. In fact, the combined 
study of peach fruit internal temperature and ripening, may provide a better understanding of fruit development in open 
field toward the most appropriate cultural techniques to implement to reduce fruit heterogeneity. During the 2011 and 
2012 seasons, fruit ripening was measured in different tree canopy positions (top –T, middle –M, bottom –B), two fruit 
light exposures (“sunlit” –L and “shaded” –S) and the obtained values correlated with internal temperature. Ripening 
was measured with a new non-destructive, vis-NIR based , Index of Absorbance Difference (IAD) while temperature 
with thermistors and expressed as growing degree hours (GDH). The results showed that the heterogeneity of peach 
fruit ripening observed between canopy layers is partially due to a combination between tree structure, light conditions 
and fruit temperature, since it cannot be explained only considering fruit internal heat accumulation. The results also 
demonstrated that during the cell enlargment phase (Stage III) fruit ripening has the same linear trend over different 
years and canopy positions, confirming the reliability of the IAD as a maturity index that can be obtained in field 
condition. It was also confirmed the adequacy of thermistors for the assessment of the internal temperature in peach 
fruit. 
 
Key Words: Index of Absorbance Difference IAD, GDH, Prunus persica, fruit quality, ripening homogeneity 
 
6.2 Introduction 
Stone fruit ripening is quite a complex syndrome that characterizes the last phase of fruit 
development, during which fruit reach adequate quality traits and ripeness for harvesting. It 
involves changes in several fruit quality characteristics (Kader et al., 1994) such as soluble solids 
content (SSC), titratable acidity (TA), flesh firmness (FF), skin and flesh colour, juice content, 
volatile emission (Visai and Vanoli, 1996), phenolic content (Moing et al., 1998), etc. The ripening 
stage of stone fruit at harvest is quite heterogeneous and often causes difficulties in defining the 
correct harvesting time that translates in poor post-harvest fruit management creating difficulties in 
the marketing chain which results in failing consumer expectations (Vanoli and Buccheri, 2012). 
Therefore, there is the need for a specific index to objectively and consistently assess fruit ripening 
all along the productive chain, from “field to table”, and to evaluate fruit heterogeneity at harvest. 
Kader et al. (1994) defined a maturity index as a simple, non-destructive measurable variable that 
requires relatively inexpensive equipment, easly usable in the field as well as into the packing-
house. The search for an objective determination of maturity has occupied the attention of many 
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horticulturists working with a wide range of fruit for many years. Nevertheless, the number of 
satisfactory indices that have been suggested is rather small, and for most of the considered fruit 
specie this search has not ended yet (Vanoli and Buccheri, 2012). 
During the last decade, innovative techniques, mainly operating on vis-NIR properties, allowing 
non-destructive monitoring in real-time condition of fruit ripening evolution, became available. One 
of these devices, the DA-Meter, measures an index called Index of Absorbance Difference (IAD), 
which correlates with fruit ethylene production and chlorophyll content (Ziosi et al., 2008). The IAD 
can be regarded as an “easy to use” parameter to precisely describe the ripening evolution in peach 
and nectarine (Ziosi et al., 2008). The IAD is more correlated with fruit ripeness and more reliable 
than the physic-chemical variables commonly used to describe the maturation process (Costa et al. 
2009). In the present study, the IAD was used as maturity index to follow peach fruit maturity 
development on the tree and to assess differences related to fruit position within the canopy, often 
responsible for the lack of uniformity of peach fruit at harvest (Lewallen and Marini, 2003). In fact, 
in peaches, ripening heterogeneity in the tree depends upon different conditions of light and 
temperature at which fruit are exposed in the different canopy positions (outer and inner, as well as 
top or bottom of the tree) (Lewallen., 2000). As a consequence the biochemical reactions related to 
ripening develop at different rates in each fruit (Marini et al., 1991). 
Light appears extremely important on fruit ripening processes since it also affects fruit ethylene 
production which plays a major role in the ripening process of climacteric fruit, such as peaches 
(Génard and Gouble, 2005), and strongly affects softening (Haji et al., 2003; Hiwasa et al., 2003), 
color change (Flores et al., 2001), and production of aromas (Rupasinghe et al., 2000; Alexander 
and Grierson, 2002; Flores et al., 2002). Chan and Linse (1989) studied the effect of solar radiation 
on peach ripening, focusing on ethylene production. They found that increasing field sun exposure 
resulted in peach fruit ripening delay and suggested that probably the ethylene biosynthetic pathway 
could be involved. As supposed by Marini et al. (1991) the biochemical reactions related to ripening 
develop at different rates in each fruit depending upon the different conditions of light and 
temperature at which fruit are exposed. In fact, more detailed postharvest studies confirmed that 
fruit treated at high temperatures displayed a much lower level of the 1-aminocyclopropane-1-
carboxylic acid (ACC) oxidase 1, ACO1, than fruit of the same post-harvest age maintained at 
ambient temperature, since ACO1 is a transcript encoding involved in ethylene synthesis that 
usually appeared during fruit ripening (Lara et al., 2009). 
In most cases, the effects of temperature on fruit development and quality in pre-harvest conditions 
have not been clearly separated from the solar radiation effects, usually associating high fruit 
temperatures in the field with fruit exposure to sunlight (Ferguson et al., 1998). In literature, 
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temperature is described as one of the major factors that affect fruit development. Several 
researches pointed out that it might influence fruit growth (Warrington et al., 1999), gas exchanges 
(Pavel and Dejong, 1993; Lescourret et al., 2000), fruit chemical composition (Tomes, 1963; Marsh 
et al., 1999; Yamada et al., 2004) and especially fruit ripening and quality development (Weinberg, 
1948; Marsh et al., 1999; Lopez and Dejong, 2007). The In particular, consequences on fruit quality 
such as size, color, sugar and acid content, nutritional attributes, sunburn injury (Lakso and 
Kliewer, 1975; Austin et al., 1999; Marsh et al., 1999; Warrington et al., 1999; Lobit et al., 2003; 
Piskolczi et al., 2004; Génard and Gouble, 2005; Génard et al., 2007), and pest development (Kuhrt 
et al., 2006b) are known. While several authors focused mostly on the effects of solar radiation on 
fruit quality in the orchard, (Kliewer and Smart, 1989; Palmer, 1989; Bible and Singha, 1993; 
Correlli-Grappadelli and Coston, 1991; Day et al., 1989; Erez and Flore, 1986; Marini, 1985), post-
harvest studies have been carried out to a limited extent and often on detached fruits, describing the 
effect of temperature (Ferguson et al., 1998). It was found that the increase of 1°C in post-harvest 
heat treatments on detached peaches, may lead to variation in ethylene production up to 100%, 
resulting sometimes in an inhibition of ethylene production (Eaks, 1978; Lurie and Klein, 1990, 
1991; Ferguson et al., 1994; Genard and Gouble, 2005; Lobit et al., 2003; Lara et al., 2009).  
Field studies trying to separately consider the temperature influence on the fruit itself and its 
ripening in planta become then necessary, since only a few experiments focused on the use of 
sensors for measuring the internal temperature of peach fruit. During the last years, Saudreau et al. 
(2009, 2011) developed a physically-based fruit-temperature dynamic model linked to three-
dimensional virtual tree representations, with the objective to model both the internal temperature 
gradients of apple fruit and the variability in fruit temperature as related to different training 
systems. The availability of devices for detecting small microclimatic parameter variations, for 
example fruit internal temperature, allowed data collection by putting small sensors on each organ 
(Gutschick et al.,1985) such as thermocouples which are a simple, stable and accurate method to 
measure the temperature inside the tissue of a plant (Esau et al., 1956; Graham and Mullin, 1969). 
More recently, thermistores were used due to their smaller response time and sensitivity of the 
electric resistance to temperature changes, which is more than thousand times that of thermocouples 
(Wang et al., 2001). Usually, these temperature data, described as heat unit accumulated from the 
plant organ and expressed as growing degree days (GDD) or growing degree hours (GDH) 
(Anderson et al., 1986), are often used to predict the rate of phonological development of plant 
species (Austin et al., 1999). Fisher (1962) showed that heat unit accumulation as degree days could 
be used effectively to measure developmental time in stone fruit, to create a phenological calendar 
(Mounzer et al., 2008). 
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In the present study, the non-destructive ripening IAD, coupled with microclimatic sensors 
(thermistors), was used on peach fruit of cv ‘Royal Glory’ to explain ripening heterogeneity at 
harvest by correlating fruit maturity stage, depending on position within the canopy and solar 
radiation exposure, with fruit internal temperature expressed as heat unit accumulation (GDH).   
The efficacy of the IAD as peach ripening index was also evaluated and coupled with microclimatic 
sensors (thermistors) to collect the physical data. 
  
6.3  Materials and Methods 
Trials were carried out on six-year-old yellow flesh peach [Prunus persica (L.) Batsch] cultivar 
‘Royal Glory’ grafted onto GF677 (P. persica x P. amygdalus) during the 2001 and 2012 growing 
seasons. The orchard was located in Ferrara, Italy (44° 77’ N, 11°56’ S); trees were trained to a 
palmette system with planting density of 4.5 x 3.0 m and East-West oriented. The trees were trained 
with a main scaffold at 50-60 cm above the ground, from which three primary vertical branches 
developed to a maximum total height of 3.2 m. Standard cultural management techniques and pest 
and disease control typical of the region were applied throughout the season. 
 
6.3.1 Fruit ripening assessment 
The fruit ripening evolution on the tree during fruit development was monitored with the DA-meter 
(TR Turoni, Forli, Italy) and expressed as IAD calculated as absorbance difference between 670 and 
720 nm wavelengths (Ziosi et al., 2008). 
Full blossom was registered on the 25
th
 of March in 2011 and on the 23
th
 of March in 2012. At the 
beginning of 2011, at full bloom, five trees similar for fruit load and vigour were randomly selected 
within the orchard . To assess the efficacy of the IAD as maturity stage index, ripening was measured 
twice a week on a sample of twenty random fruit per tree (10 north and 10 south oriented), for a 
total of 100 fruit assessed at each sampling from 58 to 118 DAFB, during year 2011.  
To assess the influence of fruit canopy position on peach fruit ripening, growth and quality, three 
parallel areas, related to their height from the ground (top [T], middle [M] and bottom [B] layers), 
of equal size were identified within the canopies of three of the five trees in 2012, as described by 
Feng-lil et al., (2008). Fruit diameter from cheek to cheek and the IAD (to also continue the efficacy 
assessment) were monitored twice a week on five random fruit per area on both North and South 
(90 fruit in total were measured at each sampling) from 91 to 119 DAFB during year 2012. 
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6.3.2 Fruit internal temperature assessment 
To evaluate the relationship between fruit temperature and ripening in different positions within the 
canopy, a system of thermistor probes and dataloggers was used. The thermistors (GMR-Firenze, 
Italy) used were passive two-terminal electrical component that implements electrical resistance to 
measure temperature. Fruit of uniform sized were selected to guarantee uniform heating inside the 
flesh as per Tang et al, (2007). At each canopy layer described above, two fruit were selected, one 
in an outer position and defined as “sunlit fruit” (“L fruit”), and one in an inner position and defined 
as “shaded fruit” (“S fruit”). A total of thirty-six fruit, two per each combination of orientation and 
canopy layer were selected and tagged. The IAD was monitored every two-three days (Costa et al., 
personal communication) to obtain the correlation between fruit ripening and internal heat 
accumulation..  
At 102 DAFB one probe per fruit was introduced into 1 cm deep holes inside the flesh and 
positioned at the sun exposed face of each “S” and “L fruit” (Figure 1), as described by Saudreau et 
al. (2007) on apple. From 102 to 120 DAFB, temperature data were automatically recorded every 
hour by Sky DataHog2 Logger (Skye Instruments-Powys, UK). Temperature records were 
expressed as Growing Degree Hours (GDH). GDH were calculated using hourly temperature data 
based on the equation presented by Anderson et al. (1986) and the base, optimum and critical 
temperature as suggested by Day et al. (2008):  
 
    
 
 
         
        
     
   
 
GDH = the accumulation of growing degree hours during an hour 
TH = the hourly temperature 
TB = the base temperature (4°C for fruit trees) 
TU = the optimum temperature (25°C for fruit trees) 
TC = the critical temperature (35°C for fruit trees) 
A = TU-TB (the amplitude of the growth curve) 
Π = mathematical constant approximately equal to 3.14 
 
To assess the correlation between solar radiation and internal temperature, two detached branches of 
20 cm in length and bearing one fruit, were used as reference and monitored for 24 hrs during 
cloudless days at 106, 112 and 118 DAFB. The base of each branch was inserted in a 0.01 L tube 
full of irrigation water (as described by Costa et al., 2010). One branch was positioned in the upper 
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part of the tree in a complete sunlit position and considered as reference for “sunlit fruit”. The other 
branch was positioned inside the canopy, were the foliage was denser and considered as reference 
for shaded fruit. Branches, as well as the carried fruit, were replaced after 24 hours monitoring 
following Morandi et al. (2007) that reported that fruit transpiration losses during 24 hours remain 
similar to those of fruit detached and left in the same place in the canopy, both during fruit cell 
division (SI) and cell enlargement (SIII). At the starting of the 24 hours monitoring, a thermistor 
probe was inserted in each reference fruit, as described before. In the proximity of each fruit, a PAR 
sensor (SKP 215, Skye Instruments-Powys, UK) that measure solar radiation (Watt.m
-2
) was 
positioned. Light levels measured on a clear day were deemed sufficient to describe the relationship 
with the temperature (Campbell and Norman, 1998), since during the last two weeks before harvest 
canopy was fully developed and the light environment of the fruit can be considered constant, as 
reported in similar experiment (Corelli Grappadelli and Coston, 1991). 
 
6.3.3 Fruit quality assessment 
To evaluate the influence of different canopy positions on quality of fruit clusters of homogenous 
ripening, the traditional fruit quality traits (flesh firmness [FF] and soluble solid content [SSC]) 
were measured at harvest.  
One week before harvest, a sample of one hundred fruit were harvested, measured with the DA-
meter and grouped on the basis of their IAD value. Ethylene production was measured on a 
subsample of ten fruit per each IAD value by placing the whole fruit in a 1 L jar sealed with an air-
tight lid equipped with a rubber stopper, and left at room temperature for 1 h. A 10 mL gas sample 
was taken and injected into a Dani HT 86.01 (Dani, Milan, Italy) packed-gas chromatograph as 
described previously by Bregoli et al. (2002). Three homogeneous ripening groups were created on 
the basis of fruit ethylene production, as described by Ziosi et al. (2008).When the main harvest was 
performed, at 120 DAFB, a sample of five fruit per each identified IAD class (physiological 
maturity-PM, commercial maturity CM and immature-I) and tree canopy height (B, M, T) was 
collected.  
The standard quality traits such as firmness (FF), soluble solids content (SSC) and titratable acidity 
(TA) were measured on the same fruit sample with traditional destructive devices. FF (kg.cm
-2
) was 
measured on the two opposite sides of each fruit, after eliminating a thin layer of the epicarp, using 
an automatic pressure tester (FTA-GUSS, South Africa) fitted with an 8 mm plunger. Part of the 
mesocarp was squeezed and SSC (°Brix) was determined with an Atago digital refractometer 
(Optolab, Modena, Italy). 
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6.3.4 Statistical analysis 
All the collected data were statistically evaluated using the Duncan’s multiple range t-test at p < 
0.05. The interactions between factors were assessed with a multiple factor ANOVA test. The 
correlation between variables was described using a Multiple Regression test (p < 0.05). All the 
statistical evaluations were performed with the software STATISTICA 7 (StatSoft. Inc., Tulsa, OK, 
USA). The Comparison of Regression Lines was performed with Statgraphics Plus (Statpoint 
Technologies, Inc., Warrenton, VA), considering a p value< 0.05).  
 
6.4 Results 
Fruit ripening evolution in 2011 showed an inverse rise to max type shape curve (Figure 2). 
Minimal variations were observed in IAD values over time between fruit which slowly (around 90 
days) decreased till a value of 1.8 (plateau part of the curve). When IAD reached 1.8, the curve slope 
became linear with fruit ripening fast. Both in 2011 and 2012, fruit ripening decreased from IAD 1.8 
to 0.6 in about thirty days. No differences were detected as far as IAD regression lines, slopes and 
intercepts in both years of observations (Figure 2). 
In  2012, ripening of the fruit located in the three canopy layers (T, M and B) was described by 
linear regression lines, from IAD below 1.8 to harvest, all with coefficient of determination greater 
than 0.95 (Figure 3). Comparing slopes and intercepts of the three equations describing fruit 
ripening (IAD), no differences were observed between T, M and B canopy layers. Fruit from the T 
layer were more mature than fruit in the M and B canopy layers over the entire season, with a 
constant difference of IAD 0.2. 
Fruit growth during cell enlargement (SIII) appeared linear in the three layers, with R
2
 greater than 
0.95 (Figure 4). Similar slopes and intercept were found comparing the equations of fruit growth in 
the B and M and T canopy layers.. Fruit in the T canopy layer were significantly bigger than fruit in 
the M and B canopy layers from 87 to 119 DAFB.  
Ethylene production of the riper IAD class (PM) was significantly higher when compared with the 
other two classes. Considering fruit within the same ripening class, no differences in ethylene 
production were observed between the three tree layers (data not shown). 
The traditional quality trait measured for each ripening class and tree layer were reported in Table 
1. At harvest, riper fruit (PM) were softer than immature fruit in the three layers of the tree, while 
CM fruit were somewhat in the middle and did not show a clear trend. When each ripening stage is 
considered separately, only fruit of the ripe class appear affected by the position in the canopy, 
being harder in the top than in the lower canopy layers, even if significance was not that great.  
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Fruit at the same ripening stage (IAD) did not show any difference in terms of SSC between the three 
canopy layers. Considering every single canopy layer, only in the base and middle positions within 
the canopy, riper fruit showed the lower SSC while no differences were observed between the three 
ripening stages in the tree top (Table 1).  
No differences were observed in term of fruit size, comparing the three ripening classes (data not 
showed). 
The ripening behavior (as IAD) of “sunlit” (“L”) and a “shaded” (“S”) fruit left on the tree till 
physiological maturity (IAD below 0.4) were reported in Figure 5. “L fruit” reached the onset of the 
climacteric (when the ethylene production started) almost one week before “S fruit”. They also 
showed an initial higher rate of ripening (0.1 IAD day
-1
) than S fruit (0.06 IAD day
-1
) until 109 
DAFB. After the onset of climacteric (between IAD 1.0 and 0.8), both “L” and “S fruit” increased 
their daily ripening rate. Then, while ripening of the “S fruit” continued showing a progressive 
decrease of the IAD value and a correspondent increase of the daily ripening rate, the ripening of “L 
fruit” slowed down. In fact, the daily ripening rate of “L fruit” remained constant until IAD of 0.4, 
while below this index value, when fruit reached the ethylene pick and completed their 
physiological maturation, both “S” and “L fruit” showed again an increase of daily ripening rate 
(Figure 5). 
The differences in term of internal heat accumulated (as GDH) and solar radiation received (as 
Wcm
-2
) were reported in Figure 6. As shown, during a clear day, “L fruit” received roughly six 
times the solar radiation of “S fruit”. Moreover, “L fruit” reached an internal maximum temperature 
of 6°C higher than “S fruit” and needed one more hour than a shaded fruit to decrease the internal 
temperature below 30°C. When considering the evolution of internal temperature and amount of 
solar radiation received during the 24 hours span of a sunny day, both “L” and “S” reference fruit 
maintained the same internal temperature from sunrise, around 6:00, to roughly 10:00 in the 
morning, even if the “L fruit” received seven times the solar radiation level (Figure 6). Continuing 
during the day, the internal temperature and the solar radiation received from the “L fruit” 
continued to increase until early afternoon (14:00) when it reached the maximum of 39°C and 1100 
Wm
-2
 respectively. For the “S fruit” during the same period, the amount of solar radiation remained 
constant (near 200 Wm
-2
) and the internal temperature did not exceed the critical temperature for 
peach of 35°C. Both the “L” and “S fruit” maintained the same internal temperature for the 
subsequent three hours, while the amount of solar radiation decreases to 800 Wm
-2
 and 100 Wm
-2
 
respectively. Thereafter the fruit internal temperature as well as the amount of solar radiation 
gradually and steadily decreased until it reached 28°C at late sunset (21:00) for the “L fruit” and 
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one hour earlier for the “S fruit”. During the night, when the solar radiation was absent, the internal 
temperature of both fruit progressively decreased reaching 16°C at 5:00 in the morning (Figure 6). 
Figure 7(A B C) showed the fruit internal heat accumulation needed to ripen for a “shaded” and 
“sunlit” fruit located in different canopy layers, while for the same fruit, Figure 7 (D E F) showed 
the daily variation of IAD as function of the internal heat unit daily increase. The average fruit 
internal heat accumulation between IAD 1.45 (completely unripe stage) to IAD 0.4 (completely ripe 
stage) did not show significant differences between fruit in the B, M and T canopy layers (1080, 
1040 and 1025 GDH respectively, data not shown). Even by separating ripening of fruit in sunlit 
and shaded positions, no significant differences of GDH accumulation were observed within the M 
canopy layer, all along the ripening process (Figure 7 B). In the tree base, “S fruit” showed an 
accumulation of around 200 GDH more than “L fruit” to reach the commercial maturity stage (CM, 
that corresponded to 0.8<IAD<1.0), then fruit reached the ripest stage (PM, that corresponded to 
0.4<IAD<0.8) showing a similar final heat accumulation. (Figure 7C). 
“L” and “S fruit” in the top canopy layer showed a similar initial internal heat accumulation from 
IAD 1.45 to 1.2 (Figure 7 A) after which L fruit accumulated around 100 GDH more than “S fruit” to 
reach the CM ripening stage (0.8<IAD<1.0). After that, “L fruit” continued to accumulate much 
more internal heat than “S fruit” (Figure 7 A), until the PM stage (IAD of 0.4), at which it was 
observed the maximum difference (of around 400 GDH). 
In the bottom canopy layer (Figure 7 F), the daily IAD variation showed an inversely proportional 
correlation with the fruit internal daily heat accumulation unit, with coefficients of determination of 
0.95 and 0.87 respectively for “shaded” and “sunlit fruit” (p value <0.01). In the middle canopy 
layer (Figure 7 E), S fruit showed similar behavior to that of bottom canopy layer fruit, but with a 
lower coefficient of determination (0.72). “L fruit” in the middle canopy did not show a clear 
correlation between the daily IAD variation and the daily heat accumulation unit (R
2
 of 0.11), but 
only a vague trend was observed (Figure 7 E). Figure 7 D showed that “L” and “S fruit” of the 
canopy top did not follow clear trends. However, “S fruit” seemed to maintain the same inverse 
correlation, while “L fruit” showed a direct relationship between daily IAD variation and the daily 
heat accumulation unit, even if both at low coefficients of determination (0.44 and 0.35 
respectively). 
 
6.5 Discussion 
As described by Ziosi et al. (2008), the IAD correlates with ethylene production and fruit chlorophyll 
content, two of the main events that characterize peach ripening process. The IAD represents an 
index able to sort fruit on the basis of their ripening stage at harvest (Ziosi et al., 2008), but not 
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much is known about the use of this ripening index in planta. Preliminary and unpublished results 
on the same cv ‘Royal Glory’, showed that at immature stages, when fruit ethylene production is at 
minimum levels, the IAD correlates more with fruit chlorophyll content up to values around 1.8. Our 
results (Figure 2) confirmed the efficacy of the IAD as peach ripening stage index by showing 
similar trends and also that, at IAD values around 1.9-2.0, the sensitivity of the index seemed too low 
to perceive any difference between fruit, probably because the chlorophyll content was at the 
highest levels. At these immature stages (IAD 1.9-2.0 for cultivar ‘Royal Glory’), the IAD was 
probably no longer a reliable index of fruit development and more precise instruments were 
probably needed to detect variations. Below value of 1.8 up to physiological maturity (0.4), fruit IAD 
for the peach variety ‘Royal Glory’ followed a linear decrease, which did not vary in subsequent 
years (Figure 2) further demonstrating its efficacy as ripening index even in field evaluations. These 
results are however, somewhat in contradiction with Reig et al. (2012), that found that, on the two 
peach cultivars ‘Venus’ and ‘Nectaross’, the IAD changed from 2.0 to IAD 0.5 without following a 
linear trend, possibly because data collection frequency (once a week) was not sufficient to detect 
minor variations in the IAD decrease. 
It has been reported that fruit ripening variability within each tree is greater for peach than for other 
fruit (Lewallen and Marini, 2003), which explains why to reduce the heterogeneity, fruit are usually 
harvested in multiple picks (Lurie et al., 2013). In the present work, the ability of the IAD in 
discriminating fruit at different ripening stages affected by the position inside the canopy directly in 
planta was also demonstrated (Figure 3, 5 and 7). From the reported results, it appeared that for cv 
‘Royal Glory’ trained to palmette, fruit position within the canopy did not affect ripening, intended 
as the IAD linear trend of decrease. In fact, no differences were observed comparing the IAD 
regression line coefficients for fruit developed at various heights in the canopy (Figure 3). However 
the constant difference of 0.2 IAD (Figure 3) as well as the bigger size (Figure 4) shown in the top 
layers compared with the other two layers of the canopy, confirmed the expected ripening 
heterogeneity into the tree (Lewallen and Marini, 2003). Compared to other more open training 
systems, such as Tatura Trellis, the palmette is characterized by a reduced light interception in the 
inner and lower canopy layers (Bassi and Layne, 2008). This factor could probably be responsible 
for the delayed ripening observed in the middle and bottom of the tree.  
Only few researchers in the past studied the influence that environmental factors, such as light and 
temperature, have on fruit ripening (intended as degreening of the fruit background color) and they 
did not clearly distinguished between the two effects (Lewallen and Marini., 2003). Marini et al. 
(1991), reported that uneven conditions of light and temperature are strictly linked to the tree shape 
and the pruning practices and the variable exposition correlated with the position of the fruit within 
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the canopy is also involved in defining ripening variability within a peach tree (Infante et al., 2012). 
Our results confirmed these findings by showing that “shaded fruit” followed a different ripening 
evolution than “sunlit” exposed fruit (Figure 5). In fact, “shaded fruit” reached the onset of 
climacteric (corresponding to commercial maturity for this variety) around seven days later than 
“sunlit fruit”. The ripening delay observed for “shaded fruit” until the onset of climacteric (Figure 5 
and Figure 7A B) is probably due to the combined effect of light and temperature. In fact, as shown 
in Figure 6, during a typical summer clear day, the “shaded fruit” internal temperature did not 
exceed the 32-33°C, while the “sunlit fruit” reached around 39°C. Considering the peach critical 
temperature of 35°C as the maximum “positive” heat usable for fruit biochemical reactions (Day et 
al., 2008), “shaded fruit” would probably need more days to accumulate the same heat than “sunlit 
fruit” during the season, as Kliewer and Lider (1968) found in open field conditions on grapevine 
berries exposed to direct sunlight which ripened faster than shaded berries. At the same time the 
high amount of solar radiation received by “sunlit fruit”, that appeared roughly six times greater 
than for “shaded fruit” (Figure 6), could also be responsible for their faster reaching of the 
climacteric stage due possibly to the consequent increase of chlorophyll degradation as defense 
mechanism. In fact, fruit exposed to the coupled effect of high radiation, both as direct light or sun 
flecks, and high temperature, are subjected to high oxidative stress that could damage the PSII and 
triggers internal defense mechanisms (Long et al.,1994). Merzlyak and Solovchenko (2002) found 
that the decrease in chlorophyll content, as well as the maintenance of a high carotenoid level would 
help apple fruit to protect from an excessive light absorption. In fact, carotenoids had greater 
photostability than chlorophylls and play an important role in thermal dissipation. Similar behavior 
was also observed on detached fruit exposed to a 39 °C air forced heat treatment, in which the 
epidermis and the pulp colors were modified, with lower chlorophyll content and the synthesis of 
pigments responsible of the orange-reddish color (Budde et al., 2006).  
In addition the temperature of a fruit could be considered as the consequence of the heat exchanges 
between the fruit and the surrounding microclimate (Monteith and Unsworth, 1990), the 
components of which – i.e., radiation, convection and evaporation – are strongly affected by plant 
architecture (Sinoquet et al., 2005; Michaletz and Johnson, 2006). Sun flecks should also be 
considered and could possibly have an effect on “shaded fruit”. In fact, the vertical development of 
the palmette training system, subjected to wind exposure in the highest layers, probably increased 
the presence of sun flecks in the tree top and middle, affecting also normally “shaded fruit” 
(Jackson et al., 1971). Several other authors confirmed these findings, showing that fruit 
temperature could be strongly variable because of the fluctuating microclimate (Thorpe, 1974; 
Cellier et al., 1993; Saudreau et al., 2007). Due to the canopy structure and tree vigor in the bottom 
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(no summer pruning was performed in the orchard), the microclimate variability in our experiment, 
both in term of sun flecks and temperature, was probably minimum for “shaded fruit” located in the 
canopy bottom respect to them located in the upper canopy layers. In fact, as reported in Figure 7, 
the higher coefficients of determinations of the regression lines between increase and daily IAD 
variation were observed in both “shaded” and “lighted fruit” in the tree bottom (Figure 7 F), 
probably because the shade and sun conditions were more homogeneous than in the middle and top 
canopy layers. Figure 7 E and F showed that the inverse relationship between daily fruit heating and 
IAD decrease only remained on “shaded fruit” of the middle layer and was not observed in the tree 
top. 
There seemed to be a variable behavior of the specific fruit depending on the actual stage of 
ripening reached. Due to the palmette training system architecture, where “sunlit fruit” are mainly 
located in the tree top, this canopy layer would probably reach the optimal commercial maturity 
earlier (IAD class 0.8-1.0 for fruit of the cv Royal Glory). “Shaded fruit” in the tree bottom would be 
the last to reach the optimal maturity on the palmette training system. Heterogeneity was probably 
due to the ripening advance of “sunlit fruit” compared with “shaded fruit” as we previously 
discussed. However, when fruit were left on the tree up to the physiological maturity (IAD 0.4 and 
below), the high temperature reached by the more exposed fruit (L), especially in the tree top, 
strongly affected fruit ripening causing a slowdown in maturity development (Figure 5). In fact, 
after the commercial maturity stage, when ethylene production is beginning to rise, a different 
relationship between ripening (as IAD) and microclimatic conditions was observed. “Shaded” and 
“sunlit fruit” in the middle and bottom layers, accumulated the same internal heat to reach the 
ripening stage correspondent to the climacteric pick (IAD 0.4). Both “shaded” and “sunlit fruit” 
reached IAD 0.4 in the same length of time but the rate of ripening to reach the same point seemed 
different. As shown in Figure 5, for “shaded fruit” the daily IAD variation increased dramatically up 
to the physiological maturity and the IAD value quickly declined. “Sunlit fruit”, instead, experienced 
an initial decrease, followed by a slowdown of around ten days before reaching the climacteric 
peak, at which point the IAD daily variation appeared constant. The expected ripening advanced of 
“sunlit fruit” disappeared at the physiological maturity stage (Figure 5) probably because of the 
negative effect that temperature above 35°C and light exposure had on the ethylene production 
(Chan and Linse, 1989). In accord with our results, several authors reported that heat treatments at 
39°C on detached peach fruit would immediately decrease or inhibit ethylene production (Eaks, 
1978; Lurie and Klein, 1990, 1991; Ferguson et al., 1994; Lara et al., 2009). When fruit ripening on 
the tree continued after IAD 0.4, as described in Figure 5, the opposite behavior would be observed, 
with “sunlit fruit” reaching IAD 0.2 six days later than “shaded fruit”. This observation is also 
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confirmed in Figure 7 F, for both “shaded” and “sunlit fruit”, and in Figure 7 E, only for “shaded 
fruit”, from which emerged that high internal heat unit daily increase had a negative effect delaying 
fruit ripening (as IAD decrement). This behavior appeared not so clear in “sunlit fruit” of the middle 
layer and in the canopy top (Figure 7 E and D), probably due to the more intense light effect on fruit 
ripening, as described above. The maximum negative effect of the temperature/light combination on 
the IAD decrease was observed on “sunlit fruit” of the tree top that accumulated from 100 to 400 
more GDH than shaded fruit, to move from the commercial to the physiological ripening stage 
(Figure 7 A).  
From our results, the IAD appeared a useful index to detect the ripening stage of peach fruit and 
when combined with thermistors for the assessment of peach internal temperature, it also allowed 
for a better understanding of the effects that this microclimatic parameter could have on the fruit 
ripening process. 
To further understanding the on tree fruit variability and to evaluate the relationship with the IAD 
measurements, the traditional ripening parameters firmness and soluble solids content were 
measured on fruit of each ripening class per canopy layer. Most of the variability found was mostly 
due to the stage of fruit ripening while the fruit position in the canopy layers did not seem to have as 
strong an effect on the above mentioned variables as on the previously discussed fruit maturity. As 
shown in Table 1, riper fruit (PM class) were softer than the other fruit along the entire canopy 
confirming that fruit producing significant ethylene production at harvest would show lower but 
similar FF value independently of position, probably because FF is ethylene dependent (Ziosi et al., 
2008). Our results suggested that for cv ‘Royal Glory’, more ripen fruit inside the same IAD class 
were characterized by similar FF, while fruit at immature development stages did not show stable 
FF values (Table 1). Fruit position seemed to influence fruit firmness only at pre-climateric stages. 
The SSC (Table 1) of fruit at the same ripening stage was not affected by fruit position within the 
canopy, maintaining similar values per IAD class at any location. In our experiment, riper fruit 
grown in the higher canopy layers did not show the expected highest SSC when compared with fruit 
from the lower layers (Table 1) despite most of the literature stating the opposite (Dann and Jerie, 
1988; Wei et al., 2004; Basile et al., 2007). This was probably due to the exceptional and extended 
high temperatures reached in the open field during summer 2012. In fact, as described by Genard 
and Souty (1996), microclimatic factors, such as high temperatures, act on carbohydrates 
breakdown for fruit respiration and reduce fruit SSC.  
Fruit size is another important quality parameter for peach fruit at harvest, mainly because it 
determines the final fruit price, that is higher at increasing peach caliper. Similar to fruit ripening, 
peach fruit growth during SIII stage appeared linear (Figure 4). While fruit in the lower and middle 
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canopy layers showed the same rate of growth, a clear gradient in size was found with fruit 
becoming bigger from the bottom of the canopy to the top (Figure 4). As Lewallen and Marini 
(2003) observed, fruit size was largest in fruit located in the outside and top layer of the canopy in 
different training systems. Other authors suggested that peach fruit develop better in the high and 
middle layers of the tree canopy due to better light interception (Bergamini and Giulivo, 1969; 
Feng-lil et al., 2008). 
 
6.6 Conclusions 
The present study confirmed the consistency of the IAD as peach ripening index, able to discriminate 
differences related to fruit position in planta for the variety ‘Royal Glory’. At IAD values higher than 
1.8 -2.0 the sensitivity of the Index seemed too low to perceive any difference between fruit and 
more precise instruments were probably needed to detect variations. Combined with thermistors for 
the assessment of peach internal temperature, it also allowed better understanding of the effect that 
the microclimatic canopy variations has on the ripening process. 
For the variety under study, trained to palmette, fruit ripening (as IAD) followed the same linear 
trend over years, independently from fruit position within the tree. The variability observed was 
related to the length of time that fruit from different parts of the canopy took to reach a certain stage 
of maturity.  
When harvest was performed at commercial maturity (IAD class 0.8-1.0), fruit heterogeneity seemed 
mainly due to the combined effect of light and temperature: sunlit fruit located in the tree top 
ripened faster, while shaded fruit of the bottom were slower to reach the wanted ripening stage. 
When harvest was performed at the physiological maturity, the effect of high temperature on sunlit 
fruit seemed to slowdown the ripening process, reducing heterogeneity until causing a delay in the 
ripening process of the more exposed fruit. Peach fruit position within the tree also affects fruit size, 
while flesh softening appeared more related to ethylene production. The exceptional climatic 
conditions of the 2012 season seemed to have nullified the soluble solids content variability 
expected at the various canopy layers. 
The ripening heterogeneity observed within the canopy seemed partially due to fruit temperature, 
but it cannot be fully explained considering only the fruit internal heat accumulation. More precise 
and extensive studies taking into account also physical phenomena (i.e. heat fluxes at fruit surface) 
and biochemical aspects (i.e. photooxidation, photoprotection, hormone biosynthesis) should be 
undertaken to accurately predict the temperature within fruit and relate it to the fruit development 
stages.  
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6.8 Figures  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: GMR Temperature probes inserted in the flesh of peach fruit at different maturity 
stages (unripe fruit [left] and ripe fruit [right]). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Regression lines of fruit ripening (IAD) in 2011 (dotted line) and 2012 (black line). 
The table reports slopes (a) and intercepts (b), the coefficient of determination R
2
 and p-value 
of the linear equations in both years. The comparison between regression lines showed a p-
value = 0.1888. 
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Figure 3: Regression lines of fruit ripening in the top (T), middle (M) and bottom (B) layers of 
the tree canopy during 2011. The table reports slopes (a), intercepts (b), the coefficient of 
determination R
2
 and p-value of the linear equations. The comparison between regression 
lines shows a p-value = 0.1888. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Regression lines of fruit growth (diameter) in the top (T), middle (M) and bottom 
(B) layers of the tree canopy during 2012. The table reports slopes (a) and intercepts (b), the 
coefficient of determination R
2
 and p-value of the linear equations. The comparison between 
regression lines shows a p-value=0.0665. 
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Figure 5:  Fruit ripening (IAD) and IAD daily decrease rate (IAD day
-1) of “sunlit” (L and L IAD 
dr) and “shaded” (S and S IAD dr) fruit over the season. The dark gray rectangle represent the 
IAD value range (0.8-1.0) in which the onset of the fruit climacteric was verified, while the light 
grey rectangle represent the IAD value range (0.0-0.4) in which the climacteric pick appeared. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Fruit Internal Temperature (°C) at different Solar Radiation values (W/m
2
) during 
each hour (reported in the boxes) of a sunny day for a sunlit (blue) and shaded fruit (red). 
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Figure 7 (A B C D E F): Fruit internal heat accumulation at different ripening stages (IAD) (A-
B-C)  and variation of the GDH accumulation rate at different IAD decrease rates (D-E-F) of 
“sunlit” (L) and “shaded” (S) fruits in the top (T), middle (M) and bottom (B) layers of the 
tree. In figures A-B-C, bars represent the standard error. In the D, E and F  graphs were 
reported equations and coefficient of determination (R
2
) of the regression lines for the S and L 
fruit. 
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6.9 Tables 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1: Flesh firmness (FF, kg/cm
2
) and soluble solid content (SSC, °Brix) of fruits of cv 
‘Royal Glory’ at different maturity classes (IAD classes 0.6-0.8, 0.8-1.0 and 1.0-1.2) in the three 
layers of the tree canopy (B-bottom, M-middle and T-top). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
z
= Fruit maturity stages: physiological maturity (PM), commercial maturity (CM) and immature (I). 
 
y
= Small letters represent significant differences between canopy layers within the same IAD class at p<0.05. 
w
= Capital letters represent significant differences between IAD values within the same canopy layer at p<0.05. 
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6.1 Abstarct 
In the last decade, peaches and nectarines encountered recurrent problems on the market, with a consumption decrease 
of the 17% in Italy, due to consumer’s dissatisfaction in term of eating quality of the product. Grower tendency to pick 
unripen fruit and high level of fruit maturity heterogeneity at harvest did not allow for sufficient and uniform ripening 
of the fruit at the time of consumption. The present work evaluated and confirmed the consistency and specificity of the 
new non-destructive ripening Index of Absorbance Difference (IAD) during shelf-life and its correlation with consumer 
preference on three white and three yellow fleshed peach varieties over two years. No relationship was observed 
between the IAD and the traditional quality traits such as flesh firmness (FF) and soluble solid content (SSC). Good 
correlation was instead found between IAD and consumer preference. Categorizing fruit on the basis of their ripening 
stage by using the IAD value at harvest allows to sort peach fruit for their shelf life potential and consumer preference 
and consequently, to better satisfy market needs. 
 
Keywords: IAD, Prunus persica, post-harvest, quality, heterogeneity, maturity. 
 
7.2 Introduction 
In the last decade, peaches and nectarines encountered recurrent problems on several markets (Mora 
et al., 2008) with per capita consumption remaining the same or even decreasing in the USA 
(Anon., 2004) and some European countries (Liverani et al., 2002, Hilaire and Mathieu, 2004). 
Between 2000 and 2005, peach and nectarine consumption decreased of the 17% in Italy, as 
reported by Predieri et al. (2008). A major cause of this decrease in consumption is identified with 
the “poor match” between fruit quality and consumer’s expectations (Mora et al., 2008). As 
described by Kader (1999), consumer judges quality firstly on the basis of appearance and initial 
firmness, while subsequent purchases depend upon the consumer’s satisfaction in term of eating 
quality of the product. As known, in peach and nectarines, being climacteric, the ripening process 
and changes in the chemical composition and physical characteristics of the fruit, both controlled by 
the production of ethylene (Grierson, 1987), are responsible for the main quality trait such as 
colour, odour, flavour and texture which define consumer acceptance (Biale and Young, 1981; 
Leshem et al., 1986). In the case of peaches and nectarines, consumers often complain about the 
lack of flavor and textural characteristics, such as mealiness and crunchiness, associated with 
ripening (Bruhn et al., 1991; Crisosto, 2002; Crisosto et al., 2006) As described by Harker (2001) 
for apple fruit, Consumers can remember previous taste experiences, comparing the fruit they are 
eating with this specific memory, therefore bad buying experiences, induces consumer to change 
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cultivar, switch to other types of fruit or stop buying for a while, reducing its fidelity to the product, 
as described by Harker (2001) for apple fruit. Growers and packers, therefore, can have a direct 
influence on demand by growing, harvesting, and storing apples in ways that optimize eating 
quality.  
Poor quality of peaches and nectarines present in the market is often due to unripe fruit at harvest 
(Bonghi et al., 1999). In fact, fruit destined to distant markets are usually harvested still unripe, due 
to their high flesh firmness ability to withstand manipulation during packaging and transport. 
Recently, however, also peach and nectarines harvested for local markets were picked at unripe 
stages. This is due to the increased presence of new licensed varieties that develop a full blush color 
and reach good sizes when still unripe confusing growers on the correct harvesting time (Iglesias 
and Echeverria, 2009). An anticipated harvest would not permit the normal fruit ripening and the 
development of the typical quality characteristics on the tree (Lavilla et al., 2002; Infante, 2012). 
Besides uncorrected harvests, another cause for the drop in sales are product losses (more than the 
50% at the retail market, Noferini personal communication, 2012) due to the ripening heterogeneity 
of fruit batches. Multiple harvests are usually performed during the course of ten to fourteen days 
trying to reduce the wide variability in peach and nectarine fruit maturity on the tree (Lurie et al., 
2013), but with scarce results, mainly due to the subjectivity of the common harvesting index, based 
on grower experience. Moreover, breeders introduces several new varieties on the marketplace 
every year, increasing the confusion of the final consumer, that does not recognize the same product 
over time. This leads to a consumer increasing disaffection. 
The parameters generally used to determine the correct harvesting time are fruit size and peel 
background color variation from green to yellow (Eccher Zerbini et al., 1994; Kader, 1999). In 
addition, firmness and soluble solids content may be added as additional determinants, but they are 
destructive measurements (Kader, 1999). Another destructive variable recently introduced is the 
SSC/TA ratio which supposedly correlates with consumer acceptance (Crisosto and Crisosto., 
2005). In recent years, the interest of researchers for the development of non-destructive techniques 
to precisely evaluate ripening stage and assess fruit internal quality attributes has increased. Among 
these new non-destructive approaches, visible/near infrared (vis/NIR) spectroscopy seems 
particularly promising since it provides fast and reliable information on internal characteristics of 
many fruit species, including stone fruit (Vanoli and Buccheri, 2012). In particular, the non-
destructive Index of Absorbance Difference (IAD) corresponds precisely with peach and nectarine 
fruit maturity stage (Infante, 2012). The IAD is calculated as the difference in absorbance between 
two wavelengths near the chlorophyll-α peak, so it is strictly correlated to the actual flesh 
chlorophyll-α content and to ethylene production during fruit ripening (Ziosi et al., 2008). The 
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relationship between ethylene production and peach maturity stage (as IAD) is cultivar specific, as 
reported for yellow fleshed peaches and nectarines by Ziosi et al. (2008). No much is known about 
the use of the IAD as field ripening index. Nevertheless, from preliminary results emerged that the 
IAD allowed to objectively define peaches and nectarines maturity stage during fruit development in 
planta, up to harvest. A few more information were available on the use of the IAD as ripening index 
for harvested stone fruit. As described by Lurie et al. (2013), during the post-harvest of two white 
fleshed varieties, IAD decay and fruit softening appeared synchronized processes and their respective 
biological shift factors can be mutually exchanged by a linear relation. Measuring IAD at harvest, it 
can be used to predict softening of peaches and therefore designate fruits for different marketing 
strategies.  
The present work has the aim to confirm the specificity and the consistency of the IAD as peach 
ripening index, as well as its ability to categorize fruit in postharvest on the basis of their maturity 
stage in correlation with consumer preference. Experiments were performed on three white and 
three yellow fleshed peach varieties assessing the ripening evolution (IAD values) during shelf life in 
comparison with the main traditional quality traits. The relationship between fruit ripening at 
consumption (as IAD) and consumer preference was also investigated. 
 
7.3 Materials and Methods 
The experiment was carried out during 2011 and 2012 growing seasons, on three yellow fleshed 
peach varieties, and, only during year 2012, on three white fleshed peach varieties, as described in 
Table 1. Per each variety and year, a sample of one hundred random fruit was collected from the 
pick corresponding to a minimum of 20% fruit harvested in commercial orchards. Only for the 
variety Royal Majestic
®
 the sample of one hundred fruit at harvest was collected also in 2010. The 
ripening stage of each fruit from each variety in the experiment was measured with the DA-meter 
(TR Turoni, Forli, Italy) and expressed as IAD (Ziosi et al., 2008). As described by Ziosi et al. 
(2008), ethylene production of five to ten fruit per IAD value was measured by placing the whole 
fruit in a 1 L jar sealed with an air-tight lid equipped with a rubber stopper, and left at room 
temperature for 1 h. A 10 mL gas sample was taken and injected into a Dani HT 86.01 (Dani, 
Milan, Italy) packed-gas chromatograph, as described previously by Bregoli et al. (2002). Fruit 
were sorted into three groups representing physiological maturity (PM), that corresponded to full 
climacteric, commercial maturity (CM), at the onset of climacteric and immature (I), before the 
climacteric, according with the cultivar specific correlation between fruit ripening stage (IAD) and 
ethylene production (Ziosi et al., 2008). To assess the repeatability of the relationship between 
ethylene production and maturity stage (IAD) over years, fruit ripening distribution between IAD 
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values and ethylene production were assessed in 2010, 2011 and 2012, for the variety Royal 
Majestic
®
. 
Considering the pre-climacteric maturity stage (I) as correspondent to a not sufficient ethylene 
production to guarantee the development of the minimum quality traits for consumption, this class 
was excluded from the traditional quality traits assessment and from the consumer test. On a sample 
of twenty fruit of the PM and CM ripening groups, per each variety at harvest, the standard quality 
traits were assessed. Flesh firmness (FF) was measured on the two opposite sides of each fruit, after 
eliminating a thin layer of the epicarp, using an automatic pressure tester (FTA-GUSS, South 
Africa) fitted with an 8 mm plunger. Part of the mesocarp was squeezed and the soluble solid 
content (SSC) was determined with an Atago digital refractometer (Optolab, Modena, Italy). 
A sample of forty-five more fruit from the PM and CM ripening groups, per each variety, were 
selected at harvest and transferred in a growth chamber at 20
°
C for three days (as described by 
Tijskens et al., 2007 and Lurie et al., 2013), to simulate the shelf life of fruits in retail market 
conditions. After three days,, IAD and standard quality traits were assessed on twenty fruit per 
ripening class, , as described above. 
A sensory analysis,  as consumer test, was performed after three days of shelf life (S3), on a sample 
of twenty-five fruit of the PM and CM ripening groups, per each yellow fleshed variety, to obtain  
data about which maturity stage consumer preferred (comparative test) (Carpenter et al., 2000). The 
consumer test was organized by COOP Italia, the largest supermarket chain in Italy, on a number 
between forty and fifty (called “mini-consumer”) of untrained personnel recruited directly at the 
supermarkets (Iso 8586/1 – Iso 8586/2 – Guideline n. 37 CCFRA). 
Each consumer expressed an overall degree of liking, by evaluating color, texture, sweetness, taste 
of the fruit, and the likelihood of repurchasing (Carpenter et al., 2000). The overall degree of liking 
judgment was performed in a scale from 1 to 5. A score of 1 corresponded to “I do not like it at all”, 
a score of 2.5 corresponded to “It is indifferent”, while a score of 5 corresponded to “I like it very 
much”. The consumer expressed his likelihood of repurchasing as “Yes” or “No” and the result was 
reported as percentage of consumer that select the option. 
Data collected were statistically evaluated using the software STATISTICA 7 (StatSoft. Inc., Tulsa, 
USA) and the Duncan’s multiple range t-test at p < 0.05. The comparison between groups was 
performed with the Fisher’s LSD test, that considered a minimum significant difference of 0.05. 
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7.4 Results 
Fruit ripening distribution between IAD classes for the variety ‘Royal Majestic
®’, did not present 
significant differences between years (Figure 1) showing classical “bell curves”. Only in 2012 the 
percentage of ripen fruit seemed higher than the other two seasons. Figure 1 shows that in 2012 a 
high percentage of fruit (≈ 70%) had IAD values between 0.5 and 0.7, while in 2010 and 2011 
between 50% and 60% of the fruit had IAD values between 0.6 and 0.8. Similar behavior was 
observed in Figure 2, in which fruit were grouped in the three classes [physiological maturity (PM), 
commercial maturity (CM) and immature (I)] depending on their maturity stage, on the basis of 
their ethylene production. The higher fruit concentration was found in the CM class in 2010 and 
2011 seasons and in the PM class in the 2012 season. Fruit of the PM class showed the highest 
ethylene production during the three years (Figure 2). Significant differences were also observed 
between the CM and I classes, especially in 2012 (Figure 2). Considering the ethylene production of 
fruit within the same maturity class, no significant differences were observed between the three 
years (Figure 2), table 2 shows fruit ethylene production per each maturity class for the 2012 season 
for the six varieties under study. The highest emissions were observed at the lowest IAD values, 
while the lowest ethylene productions were observed at the higher IAD values. The level of ethylene 
production was cultivar dependent. Yellow fleshed cultivars produced higher levels of ethylene than 
white fleshed cultivars (Table 2). 
Comparing year 2011 and 2012, no differences were found in the IAD values at harvest (H) for the 
three yellow fleshed varieties in each maturity class (PM and CM) (Table 3). Similar results were 
also observed after three days of shelf life (S3) (Table 3). Both at harvest and after three days of 
shelf life, the CM class showed a significantly higher IAD than the PM class. The same behavior was 
observed in the two years 2011 and 2012. The early- and mid-season ripening yellow fleshed 
varieties continued to ripen during the three days of shelf life showing an IAD decrease around 0.2  
in both years and both maturity classes (Table 3). The late-season ripening variety ‘Kaweah®’ 
showed a higher IAD decrease, around 0.3 both years, for the CM class (Table 3). No significant 
differences were observed in firmness between the two growing season at harvest with few 
exceptions, which disappeared during shelf life (Table 3). There was a generalized decrease in flesh 
firmness (3.0-4.0 kg/cm
2
), independently of ripening class or year, after three days of shelf-life 
(Table 3). No differences in flesh firmness were measured between the maturity classes (PM and 
CM) in fruit of the early variety ‘Royal Majestic®’ (Table 3). For the other two varieties, fruit from 
the more mature class PM, than fruit from the CM class. Similar behavior was observed in both 
2011 and 2012 growing seasons (Table 3)  
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Comparing the two growing seasons, fruit of the early-season ripening variety ‘Royal Majestic®’ 
did not show any difference in term of soluble solid content (SSC) independently of the maturity 
stage (Table 3). Fruit of the mid-season variety ‘Diamond Princess’ showed significantly higher 
soluble solid content in 2011 than in 2012 while the opposite was observed for the late-season 
variety ‘Kaweah®’ (Table 3). Similar behavior was observed both at harvest and after three days of 
shelf-life.  
Slight differences in SSC were observed between maturity classes in fruit of the early- and mid-
season varieties depending on the growing season, with fruit from the PM and CM maturity classes 
not showing significant differences in 2011, while riper fruit  from the PM class showed 0.5-1.0 
°Brix higher than the less mature fruit (CM class) in 2012 (table 3). PM fruit of the late-season 
variety ‘Kaweah®’ measured a higher SSC than CM fruit, both in 2011 and 2012 (Table 3). No 
differences were measured in SSC in fruit of the cv ‘Diamond Princess’ and ‘Kaweah®’, while for 
the variety ‘Royal Majestic®’ greater SSC were measured after three days of shelf-life (Table 3). 
Regarding the white fleshed varieties, as shown in Table 4, significant differences were observed 
between the IAD of the maturity classes (PM, and CM), both at harvest and three days after (S3). 
Shelf-life caused a generalised IAD value decrease of around 0.1-0.2. 
Early- and late-season ripening white fleshed varieties ‘Patty®’ and ‘Kevina®’ did not show any 
difference in term of flesh firmness at harvest between fruit of the PM and CM maturity classes, 
while lower FF values were observed in riper fruits (PM) after three days of shelf life (S3), as 
showed in Table 4. Conversely, on fruit from different maturity classes of the mid-season cultivar 
‘Maurà®’, it was observed an opposite behavior with more mature fruit (PM) being softer at harvest, 
while no significant differences were observed between the two maturity classes after shelf-life 
(Table 4). Fruit at each ripening stage of every white fleshed variety, were softer at S3, compared 
with the FF at harvest (Table 4). In any case, shelf-life caused a generalized decrease in flesh 
firmness between 2.4 and 3.7 kg/cm
2 
(Table 4). 
No significant differences were observed in soluble solid content between maturity classes, both at 
harvest and after shelf-life (Table 4). Only the early-season variety ‘Patty®’, showed a significant 
increase in SSC after three days of shelf life in both maturity classes (Table 4). 
As reported in Table 5, the overall degree of liking and the likelihood of return buying from the 
participants to the panel test was greater for the more mature fruit (PM class) of the mid- and late-
season varieties ‘Diamond Princess’ and ‘Kaweah®’, while no significant differences were 
perceived  
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7.5 Discussion  
Fruit distribution between maturity values (IAD) showed similar trends in the three years under 
evaluation for the variety ‘Royal Majestic®’ with a slight shift towards lower IAD values (more 
mature fruit) in year 2012 (Figure 1). This slight maturity difference was probably due to both a 
later full bloom registered in spring 2012 and the exceptional and prolonged high temperatures and 
intense light conditions observed during summer, which maintained trees under water and 
temperature stress, influencing the timing of fruit maturity (Marini et al., 1991; Stefanelli, 2012 
personal communication).  
To reduce this ripening variability, at harvest fruit were grouped in three maturity classes according 
to their IAD values on the basis of their ethylene production, as suggested by Ziosi et al. (2008), 
resulting in no measurable differences in ethylene production between the years (Figure 2 and Table 
2). These results are also in accord with Ziosi et al. (2008) that reported the repeatability over years 
of the relationship between maturity stage (as IAD) and ethylene production for peaches and 
nectarines prunes (Infante et al., 2011a), and Japanese plums (Infante et al., 2011b). The variety 
specificity of the relationship between ethylene production and maturity stage described from the 
previously mentioned authors was confirmed from our results shown in Table 2. It was also 
confirmed the consistency of the IAD in sorting harvested fruit on the basis of their maturity stage, 
its ability to measure objectively the heterogeneity of fruit batches and the variety specific ripening 
evolution. Objectiveness, consistency and specificity appeared as innovative characteristics for a 
ripening index, that might lead to a standardization of fruit harvesting and reduction of ripening 
variability, also throughout  the creation of specific protocols useful in the different stages of the 
production chain, as suggested by Nyasordzy et al. (2013) for apple fruit.IAD variety specificity is 
also found in post-harvest, as reported in Lurie et al. (2013) on two white fleshed peach and 
nectarine cultivars and by Reig et al. (2012) on several yellow fleshed nectarine varieties. These 
authors observed that the IAD decrease after harvest is cultivar dependent. Our results also 
confirmed that the IAD could be efficient also in following peach fruit post-harvest ripening 
evolution since the fruit from all the maturity classes and varieties under evaluation resulted more 
mature after shelf-life (lower IAD) (Table 3 and 4). The IAD ability to identify variety differences in 
post-harvest was also demonstrated by discriminating between the yellow and white fleshed peach 
cultivars, which showed variable decrease of the IAD value after three days of shelf life at the same 
temperature conditions (Table 3 and 4).  
Our results showed that all tested fruit were softer after three days of shelf life than at harvest and 
that fruit from the more mature class (PM) were softer than fruit of the less mature class (CM), at 
harvest and after three days of shelf life, both for yellow and white fleshed varieties (Table 3 and 4).  
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Reig et al. (2012) also found that detached nectarine fruit shows a quick rise in the ethylene 
production after harvest and as a consequence, during shelf-life fruit with similar IAD could exhibit 
different ethylene emission levels and quality parameters, because metabolic processes occurring 
during on- and off-tree ripening profoundly differ. Studying the shelf life of two white fleshed 
peach varieties, Lurie et al. (2013) observed that the degreening of fruit skin (measured with the 
IAD) and fruit softening are two synchronized processes, and concluded that the IAD at harvest can 
be used to predict softening depending on the variety. The same authors found an inverse 
relationship between the earliness of the cultivar ripening season and the softening rate after 
harvest. Our results confirmed this trend, in fact the early- and mid-season varieties ‘Patty®’ and 
‘Maurà®’ showed a slightly greater decrease in term of flesh firmness (around 3.7), than the late 
variety ‘Kevina®’ (around 3.0) after three days of shelf life (Table 4). A probable reason of the 
observed variability in term of flesh firmness could be that several pre-harvest factors, such as fruit 
position within the canopy, microclimate conditions, water content, mineral nutrient balance, stress 
conditions, etc., may affect this quality trait (Lewallen and Marini, 2003). Nevertheless, from our 
results flesh firmness did not appear a consistent index of fruit ripening, mainly because it is 
strongly affected by pre-harvest factors, and no clear relationships with the IAD emerged. More in 
depth studies on the correlations between peach ripening, ethylene emission and flesh softening 
during shelf life are probably necessary. 
In addition to flesh firmness, fruit soluble solid content is another trait traditionally considered in 
defining peach quality at harvest and for consumption. In our investigation fruit of the early-season 
ripening yellow and white fleshed varieties, after three days of shelf life (S3) showed a significantly 
increase in soluble solid content (SSC) independently of the maturity stage (Table 3 and 4). Our 
results were similar to those of Gupta and Jawandha (2010) and Prashant and Masoodi (2009), that 
found a progressive increase in reducing sugar content during the earliest period of storage of fruit 
picked at pre-optimum and optimum stage of maturity. This behavior was explained for the reason 
that in the first days after harvest, the starch hydrolysis is higher than the utilization of sugars for 
fruit respiration, as suggested by Gupta and Jawandha (2010). Also Pérez-Marin et al., (2009) 
observed that on peach fruit soluble solid content increased continuously during postharvest 
storage, while Ziosi et al. (2008) did not observed any change in the SSC of each ripening class of 
the peach and nectarine varieties tested.  
The mid- and late-season ripening varieties tested in the present work did not show any variation in 
SSC content during shelf life. No relationship of the soluble solid content with the initial fruit 
ripening stage were anyway observed, probably because, SSC in peaches is strongly related to the 
variety genetic characteristics, as suggested by Kader (1999). Crisosto et al. (2003) also stated that 
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environmental conditions, such as temperature, might affect the fruit SSC content, which could 
explains why fruit of the mid-season variety ‘Diamond Princess’ showed a significantly higher 
soluble solid content in 2011 than in 2012. In fact, the prolonged and elevated temperature that 
characterized late spring and summer of year 2012 could have reduced fruit soluble solid content, 
by acting on the carbohydrate breakdown to maintain the high fruit respiration rates (Génard and 
Souty, 1996). 
From our results, it emerged that the traditional quality parameters frequently used (FF and SSC) do 
not provide a sufficient description of peach and nectarine maturity stages at harvest and post-
harvest behavior, in accord with several authors (Carbò and Iglesias, 2002 ; Lewallen and Marini, 
2003; Crisosto et al., 1995). In fact, consumer complaints about stone fruit are often due to their 
inability to understand the differences between unripe and ripe (“ready to eat”) fruit (Crisosto, 
2006). Nevertheless, several researchers in the past studied these quality parameters trying to found 
a relationship between their variability and consumer acceptance. Delgado (1998) suggested a 
minimum SSC of 10-12° Brix and balanced soluble solid content/titratable acidity (SSC/TA) ratio 
to obtain an acceptable flavor of peach and nectarine fruit at consumption. Successively Crisosto et 
al. (2003), also in peach, found that consumer acceptance increases with SSC only when the 
SSC/TA ratio is low, while Predieri et al., (2006) found a low or no significant correlation between 
SSC and consumer liking for peach fruit. After sorting fruit with the DA-meter, our results showed 
a relationship between the ripening class (IAD) at harvest and the consumer acceptance after three 
days of shelf life (Table 5). As observed in Figure 5,more mature peach (PM class) of the yellow 
varieties tested, showed a significantly greater overall degree of liking and likelihood to return 
buying than less mature fruit (CM class). The only exception was observed for fruit of the early-
season variety Royal Majestic
®
, were no differences were reported, probably because of the variety 
characteristics. In fact, as described by Iglesias and Echeverria (2009), peach breeding in the last 
decades, especially for early-season ripening varieties, focused on fruit developing full, intense red 
color at an early stage of maturity, which are very attractive, but are characterized by a lack of 
adequate quality characteristics leading to low consumer acceptance. This was reflected in Table 3 
by the lack of differences in firmness and soluble solids content in the variety ‘Royal Majestic®’, 
which probably contributed to flatten the taste differences between the two maturity classes under 
evaluation.  
In addition to give the state of ripeness of peach and nectarine fruits and be able to reduce 
variability by sorting fruit into homogeneous groups, the IAD can also be used to assess the maturity 
stage of stored fruit, and to give information about the shelf-life that can be expected. Moreover, 
fruit grouped on the basis of their IAD at harvest differently correlates with the final consumer judge. 
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This might lead to cultivation, harvesting or post-harvest innovative strategies, based on the 
maturity IAD, for reducing peach and nectarine heterogeneity in order to uniform fruit that reach the 
final consumer and maintain a constant quality in the product at the retail market, even over years. 
This might lead to an increased consumer satisfaction and fidelity to the stone fruit product.  
Moreover, the possibility to sort fruit on the basis of their ripening characteristics, might allows 
designate fruits for different marketing strategies in accord with consumer needs. 
More studies are probably needed to  confirm the possibility to predict peach and nectarine fruit 
post-harvest life and consumer acceptance, based on their ripening stage at harvest (as IAD).  
 
7.6 Conclusions 
Our results confirmed the cultivar-specific relationship between ethylene emission and fruit 
maturity stage (IAD classes) and its reliability over years, as well as the consistency of the IAD in 
sorting fruit on the basis of their maturity class. Fruit of each variety and IAD class at harvest, 
followed a specific ripening trend during post-harvest, without clear relationship with the traditional 
quality traits (flesh firmness and soluble solid content).  
Yellow fleshed peach fruit of each ripening class showed a different impact on the consumer overall 
degree of liking and likelihood of return buying, that was always greater for mature fruit, with low 
IAD values.  
From our work, it emerged that the ripening Index of Absorbance Difference at harvest allows to 
sort peach fruit on the basis of their maturity stage, shelf life potential and consumer preferences 
and consequently, to precisely satisfy market needs. 
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7.8 Figures  
 
 
 
Figure 1: Fruit distribution between maturity values (IAD) during year 2010, 2011 and 2012, 
for the variety Royal Majestic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Ethylene production and fruit distribution in the three maturity classes (PM-
Physiological Maturity; CM-Commercial Maturity; I-Immature). 
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7.9 Tables 
 
Table 1: Ripening period of the white and yellow fleshed color varieties. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: Ethylene production per maturity class and corresponding IAD class, per each white 
and yellow fleshed variety, in year 2012.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
z
= Fruit maturity stages: physiological maturity (PM), commercial maturity (CM) and immature (I) 
y
=Small letters should be read vertically and represent significant differences between maturity class (PM, CM and I) 
within the same variety at p<0.05. 
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Table 3: Fruit maturity (IAD), flesh firmness (FF), soluble solid content (SSC) at harvest (H) 
and after three days of shelf-life (S3) for the three yellow fleshed varieties, in year 2011 and 
2012. 
 
 
z
= Fruit maturity classes: physiological maturity (PM) and commercial maturity (CM). 
y
=Small letters should be read vertically and represent significant differences between years, for fruit of the same 
matiruty class (PM and CM), within the same variety, at harvest (H) and after three days of shelf-life (S3), at p<0.05. 
x
= Cursive, bold small letters should be read vertically and represent significant differences between maturity classes 
(PM and CM), in the same year, within the same variety, at harvest (H) and after three days of shelf-life (S3), at p<0.05. 
w
= Capital letters should be read horizontally and represent significant differences between harvest (H) and after three 
days  of shelf life (S3), for fruit of the same maturity class (PM and CM), variety and year, at p<0.05. 
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Table 4: Fruit ripening (IAD), flesh firmness (FF), soluble solid content (SSC) at harvest (H) 
and three days after harvest (S3) for the three white fleshed varieties, in year 2012.  
 
z
= Fruit maturity stages: physiological maturity (PM), commercial maturity (CM) and immature (I). 
y
=Small letters represent significant differences between ripening stages (PM and CM), within the same variety, at 
harvest (H) and three days after harvest (S3), at p<0.05. 
x
= Capital letters represent significant differences between harvest (H) and three days after harvest (S3), for fruit of the 
same ripening stage (PM and CM) and variety, at p<0.05. 
 
 
Table 5: Overall degree of liking and willingness to return buying for each yellow fleshed 
variety and ripening class. The assessment was performed in year 2012, three days after 
harvest (S3). 
 
 
z
= 1 corresponds to “I do not like it at all”; 2.5 corresponds to “It is indifferent”;  5 corresponds to “I like it very much”. 
y
= Fruit ripening stages: physiological maturity (PM) and commercial maturity (CM). 
x
= Small letters represent significant differences between fruit ripening stages (PM and CM), within the same 
willingness to return buying, at p < 0.05.  
w
= Capital letters represent significant differences between willingness to return buying (Yes and No) within the same 
fruit ripening stage, at p<0.05. 
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8.0 General Conclusions 
The present work confirmed the importance of a correct management of peach and nectarine 
ripening, in order to guarantee fruit homogeneity at harvest and the achievement of the minimum 
quality traits for consumer satisfaction.  
As far as the considered relationship between ripening stage and heterogeneity was related to pre-
harvest factors (training system, crop load, fruit position, exposure to solar radiation and internal 
temperature), it has been showed that these factors mainly affected the harvesting window, 
advancing or delaying it, without influencing ripening trend. In particular, our findings 
demonstrated that an high crop load caused an extension of the ripening season, delaying the 
harvest time as compared to standard situation. As far as the training system is concerned, open 
canopy, such as Tatura trellis or open-vase, reduced the window of the ripening season, inducing an 
early harvesting, if compared to a palmette training system.  
As far as the devices and methods used to perform the different trials, several innovative 
instruments and methods were used.  In particular the tree architectural model (PlantToon
®
) capable 
to punctually design the canopy structure was used. The fruit ripening evolution was instead 
monitored with the DA-Meter, as Index of Absorbance Difference (IAD), while the temperature of 
the fruit was controlled by thermistors.  
It has been pointed out that the combined used of PlantToon
®
 and IAD allowed to precisely describe 
the tree canopy structure and the exact position of each fruit as well the quality traits and ripening 
evolution. The different maturity stage reached by the fruit resulted mainly affected by height from 
the ground and inner or outer position in the canopy. 
The combined use of IAD and thermistors instead indicated also that the inner canopy fruit, as those 
located in the lower part of the canopy which normally are shaded, accumulated less heat, showing 
a ripening delay, if compared with sunlit fruit of the canopy top. Our findings also confirmed the 
difficulties in separating the effect of solar radiation from that of internal temperature on fruit 
maturity, because of the synergic combination of these two factors.   
From our work, it also emerged the possibility to easily manage fruit ripening heterogeneity. In fact, 
the IAD allows to sort fruit into ripening homogeneous classes, that showed a proper shelf life 
potential.  
All these information were used to create a model for forecasting harvesting date, yield and fruit 
quality characteristics (desired ripening stage, distribution in classes of ripening, etc). The 
predictive model was validated in the present work and it was able to fulfill the experimental 
hypothesis. In fact it allows to forecast the harvesting date with an error of ± 3 days and yield with 
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an error of 1-10%. Grower can use this model by collecting simple data from the field (monitoring 
fruit ripening and growth). 
 
As a final remarks, the innovative devices used in this research allow a precise reconstruction of the 
tree structure and of the ripening evolution; the collected information allow the creation of  a 
database for a “fruit production programming”. This method can be used in field as a “decision 
support system” to tune up the management cultural operation to reduce the fruit ripening 
heterogeneity; in packing house, where the IAD can be also used to further group fruit in classes of 
uniform ripening; it can be also applied during storage, where the use of the IAD allow to follow 
ripening evolution on detached fruit. The “fruit production programming” is also a potent 
instrument to track fruit from the “field to the fork” with the final objective to fulfill consumers 
expectations. 
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